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Letter from  
the Chairman  
of the Board  
of Directors
Performance Shipping Inc. (Performance) recognizes the importance of adhering 
to responsible environmental, social, and governance (ESG) policies and practices.  
In that regard, we are committed to providing customers, business partners, employees, 
shareholders, and society-at-large with this, our first report on our ESG activities and 
strategies for the 2020 calendar year.  

As a global provider of shipping transportation services whose business is focused on 
operating a tanker fleet to serve the needs of some of the leading energy companies 
and traders, we are especially aware of the impact of climate change on the planet. 
Performance is both a transporter and a user of fuel oil, and we know that concern for 
the environment is essential to society and the global economy. As such, we strive to 
promote sustainability through environmentally conscious practices relative to our 
business’ conduct, the operation of our fleet, and our management of energy resources 
and waste materials – while at all times remaining committed to safety, responsibility, 
reliability, and professionalism. Furthermore, our Board of Directors and management 
team fully support our efforts to comply with the climate change objectives adopted by 
the International Maritime Organization (IMO).

In addition to our pursuit of sound environmental stewardship, we also take affirmative 
steps to promote a safe, healthy, and equitable workplace; and ensure the lawful and 
ethical governance of our business. New measures and strategies were implemented 
throughout the year to reduce the impact of COVID-19 on business performance, and 
most importantly on employee health and wellbeing. We are proud of the commitment 
and professionalism of our seafarers, shore employees and executives during this 
challenging period.

Our reporting approach is to describe our policies, decisions, and actions regarding 
material issues that have been identified by our stakeholders in the maritime industry and 
regulatory authorities. We are committed to the transparent and open reporting of our 
sustainability, operating and financial performance.

We are proud of the initiatives we have taken thus far to encourage sustainability, protect 
and preserve our environment, and pursue a responsible approach to a range of ESG 
issues. We look forward to reporting to you on our future progress.

Sincerely,
Symeon P. Palios

Chairman of the Board of Directors

Letter from our  
Chief Executive 
Officer
By every count, the past year was not what we expected it to be. No one was quite 
prepared for how dramatically the world would change in 2020 and the incredibly 
challenging journey it had in store for everyone across the globe. 

During the COVID-19 pandemic, the virus spread rapidly, infecting millions and killing over 
three million people worldwide since it emerged in December 2019. It altered working 
environments and impacted the global economy. Still, the efforts and willingness to 
collectively work together at a global scale gives me hope for the years ahead. This global 
community was most evident in the record speed at which pharmaceutical companies 
researched and developed vaccines to help prevent millions of deaths worldwide.

At Performance Shipping Inc., our priority is employee health and wellbeing, both  
on-shore and at sea. During this time of uncertainty, our people adapted, innovated, and 
overcame daily challenges in stride while working towards our vision of continuously 
improving every aspect of our operations. New technologies for seafarers offer a feeling 
of connection with the shore-side through calls, social media, and other tools that help 
alleviate the sense of isolation and disconnection. It is inspiring to watch how we integrate 
brand new digital solutions into our daily life and continue our mission as a result of the 
hard work, resilience, support, and dedication of our people. 

We salute all frontline workers for valiantly risking their personal health to keep the rest 
of us safe. This includes the significant number of seafarers who were left stranded on 
ships due to travel restrictions and closed ports, many of whom have expressed physical 
and mental fatigue from extended periods onboard. We are working around the clock to 
ensure crew changes can take place safely for our seafarers’ health and wellbeing. 

In 2020 we also witnessed a worldwide digital transformation, as people were able to 
rethink the way we work, shop, and attend events. Entire industries had to reshape their 
business models in a very short time. The magnitude of change related to new digital 
technologies will be fundamental to adapting to a post-COVID-19 market, demonstrating 
how adversity can lead to a new era of progress. This digital revolution will be an 
opportunity to change how we work, enhance safety, reduce our carbon footprint, and 
tackle our sustainability goals responsibly and ethically to impact our society positively. 

As a result of worldwide lockdowns in 2020, we witnessed an unprecedented decline in 
global CO2 emissions. However, with economic activity resuming, these levels will rise 
again. With increasing global trade, the maritime industry will play an essential role in 
lowering global CO2 emissions. We are committed to improving efficiency and reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions from our vessels as part of the IMO GHG Strategy, and ensuring 
compliance with Sulphur emission regulations.
 
There will undoubtedly be daunting challenges ahead that will require long-term thinking, 
but I believe when this pandemic is over, the world will be a different place; we will build 
a better tomorrow.

With tremendous gratitude and hope for the future,
Andreas Michalopoulos 
Chief Executive Officer 



Forward 
looking statements
Matters discussed in this report and the documents incorporated by reference may 
constitute forward-looking statements. The Private Securities Litigation Reform  
Act of 1995 provides safe harbor protections for forward-looking statements in order 
to encourage companies to provide prospective information about their business. 
Forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, statements concerning plans, 
objectives, goals, strategies, future events or performance, and underlying assumptions 
and other statements, which are other than statements of historical facts.

Performance Shipping Inc., desires to take advantage of the safe harbor provisions of 
the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 and is including this cautionary 
statement in connection with this safe harbor legislation. This document and any other 
written or oral statements made by the Company or on its behalf may include forward-
looking statements, which reflect its current views with respect to future events and 
financial performance, and are not intended to give any assurance as to future results. 
When used in this document, the words “believe”, “anticipate,” “intends,” “estimate,” 
“forecast,” “project,” “plan,” “potential,” “will,” “may,” “should,” “expect” “targets,” 
“likely,” “would,” “could,” “seeks,” “continue,” “possible,” “might,” “pending” and similar 
expressions, terms or phrases may identify forward-looking statements.

Please note in this report, “we”, “us”, “our” and “the Company” all refer to Performance 
Shipping Inc. and its subsidiaries, unless the context requires otherwise. 

The forward-looking statements in this report are based upon various assumptions, 
many of which are based, in turn, upon further assumptions, including without limitation, 
our management’s examination of historical operating trends, data contained in our 
records and other data available from third parties. Although we believe that these 
assumptions were reasonable when made, because these assumptions are inherently 
subject to significant uncertainties and contingencies which are difficult or impossible 
to predict and are beyond our control, we cannot assure you that we will achieve or 
accomplish these expectations, beliefs or projections.

Such statements reflect the Company’s current views with respect to future events 
and are subject to certain risks, uncertainties and assumptions. Should one or more 
of these risks or uncertainties materialize, or should underlying assumptions prove 
incorrect, actual results may vary materially from those described herein as anticipated, 
believed, estimated, expected or intended. The Company is making investors aware 
that such forward looking statements, because they relate to future events, are by their 
very nature subject to many important factors that could cause actual results to differ 
materially from those contemplated.

In addition to these important factors, other important factors that, in our view, could 
cause actual results to differ materially from those discussed in the forward-looking 
statements include the strength of world economies, fluctuations in currencies and 
interest rates, general market conditions, including fluctuations in charter hire rates 
and vessel values, changes in demand for our vessels, changes in the supply of vessels, 
changes in worldwide oil production and consumption and storage, changes in our 
operating expenses, including bunker prices, crew costs, dry-docking and insurance 
costs,  our future operating or financial results, availability of financing and refinancing, 
and changes to our financial condition and liquidity, including our ability to pay amounts 
that we owe and obtain additional financing to fund capital expenditures, acquisitions 
and other general corporate activities and our ability to obtain financing and comply 

with the restrictions and other covenants in our financing arrangements, our ability 
to continue as a going concern, potential liability from pending or future litigation, 
and potential costs due to environmental damage and vessel collisions, the market 
for our vessels, availability of skilled workers and the related labor costs, compliance 
with governmental, tax, environmental and safety regulation, any noncompliance with 
the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977 (FCPA) or other applicable regulations 
relating to bribery, the impact of the discontinuance of LIBOR after 2021 on interest rates 
of our debt that reference LIBOR, general economic conditions and conditions in the 
oil industry, effects of new products and new technology in our industry, the failure of 
counter parties to fully perform their contracts with us, our dependence on key personnel, 
adequacy of insurance coverage, our ability to obtain indemnities from customers, 
changes in laws, treaties or regulations, the volatility of the price of our common shares, 
our incorporation under the laws of the Marshall Islands and the different rights to relief 
that may be available compared to other countries, including the United States, changes 
in governmental rules and regulations or actions taken by regulatory authorities, general 
domestic and international political conditions or events, including “trade wars”, acts by 
terrorists or acts of piracy on ocean-going vessels, the length and severity of epidemics 
and pandemics, including the ongoing outbreak of the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) 
and its impact on the demand for seaborne transportation of petroleum and other types 
of products, potential disruption of shipping routes due to accidents, labor disputes 
or political events, vessel breakdowns and instances of off-hires and other important 
factors. Please see our filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission for  
a more complete discussion of these and other risks and uncertainties.



Sustainability is a roadmap for our business future 
and is an integral part of our corporate mentality 
and strategy. Through this, our first sustainability 
report (the “Report”), we intend to communicate 
to our shareholders and stakeholders our approach, 
actions, and aspirations. 

When used in this Report, the terms “Performance,” 
“Company,” “we,” “our”, and “us” refer to Performance  
Shipping Inc. and/or one or more of its subsidiaries, 
as the context requires. The financial information  
of Performance included or incorporated into this 
Report represents our financial information and the 
operations of our subsidiaries.

The following sections present selected information  
about Performance and our operations, as well as  
transparent insight into our sustainability strategy  
and performance, the risks and goals relevant to the  
sustainability context, and several social solidarity 
initiatives.

This  Report  covers the period 01.01.2020 – 31.12.2020 
and has been prepared in accordance with the Global  
Reporting Initiative (GRI) Standards: Core option.

We are committed to progressing our approach to 
sustainability and improving our alignment with the 
GRI Standards in our next Report.

In addition to the GRI Standards, we are committed to 
the principles of the United Nations Global Compact 
(UNGC) and Sustainable Development Goals (UN 
SDGs), as presented in section 3.5, and we intend to 
align these principles with the strategy, culture and 
day-to-day operations of our Company. The United 
Nations Global Compact is a call to companies 
to align their operations and strategies with ten 
universally accepted principles in the areas of human 
rights, labor, environment and anti-corruption, and 
to take action in support of UN goals and issues 
embodied in the SDGs. 

About this Report1

Since we are a new sustainability reporter, we do 
not yet possess a concrete set of Key Performance 
Indicators (KPIs), providing our readers with 
previous historical data. Of course, where possible, 
comparative data is provided (e.g., in the financial 
data). Therefore, for the purpose of this Report and 
in case data is not available or complete, suitable 
assumptions and estimates have been applied.

This Report describes our philosophy, actions, 
and progress towards our sustainability goals.  
As a result, this report addresses all our major  
activities, including corporate governance aspects,  
and the ways in which we measure and manage  
our impact on the environment and society,  
inclusive of selected financial results.

As a signatory of the UNGC we support the ten UNGC Principles.

ANTI-CORRUPTION
Principle 10: Businesses should work against 
corruption in all its forms, including extortion 
and bribery.

LABOR
Principle 3: Businesses should uphold the 
freedom of association and the effective 
recognition of the right to collective bargaining;

Principle 4: the elimination of all forms of 
forced and compulsory labor;

Principle 5: the effective abolition of child 
labor; and

Principle 6: the elimination of discrimination in 
respect of employment and occupation.

HUMAN RIGHTS
Principle 1: Businesses should support and 
respect the protection of internationally 
proclaimed human rights; and

Principle 2: make sure that they are not 
complicit in human rights abuses.

ENVIRONMENT
Principle 7: Businesses should support a 
precautionary approach to environmental 
challenges;

Principle 8: undertake initiatives to promote 
greater environmental responsibility; and

Principle 9: encourage the development 
and diffusion of environmentally friendly 
technologies.

Who we are2

At a glance

Performance is a Nasdaq listed global shipping 
company specializing in the ownership of tanker 
vessels.

We were incorporated under the laws of the 
Republic of the Marshall Islands on January 7, 2010 
and maintain our principal executive offices at 
373 Syngrou Avenue, 175 64 Palaio Faliro, Athens, 
Greece. Our common shares trade on the Nasdaq 
Capital Market under the ticker symbol “PSHG”. 
Each of our vessels is owned by a separate wholly-
owned subsidiary. The commercial and technical 
management of our fleet, and the provision of 
administrative services relating to our fleet’s 
operations, are carried out by our in-house fleet 
management company, Unitized Ocean Transport 
Limited (UOT), since March 1, 2013. Our agent and 
authorized representative in the United States 
is the wholly-owned subsidiary, Performance 
Shipping USA LLC.

At our inception in January 2010, our business was 
focused on the ownership of container vessels, 
and we have since gradually transitioned to a 
purely tanker fleet, completing our exit from the 
containership sector in 2020.

2.1 
Our Company 
Company organizational Chart

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

COMPENSATION COMMITTEE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEECHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER & TREASURERAUDIT COMMITTEE

INTERNAL AUDITOR

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT CORPORATE PLANNING &
GOVERNANCE OFFICER LEGAL COUNSEL TREASURY OFFICER

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

FINANCIAL REPORTING &
ACCOUNTING DIRECTOR



In August 2019, our first tanker vessel was delivered, 
and as of the date of this Report, our fleet has 
expanded to consist of five Aframax tanker vessels 
providing worldwide seaborne transportation of 
crude oil. As of December 31, 2020, our fleet’s 
combined cargo-carrying capacity increased to 
546,094 deadweight tons (DWT) and a weighted 
average age of 11.4 years. The Company’s 
operations are conducted primarily outside the 
USA, and our vessels are mainly chartered by 
leading liner and oil companies. 

We have historically chartered our vessels to 
customers primarily on time charters and spot 
voyages. As of the date of this Report, four of our 
vessels are employed in the spot market and one 

of our vessels is employed on a time charter of a 
minimum of seventeen (17) months to a maximum 
of nineteen (19) months, which expires the earliest 
in mid-November 2021.

COMMERCIAL AND TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT 
OF OUR OWN FLEET

In 2020, UOT undertook the commercial and 
technical management of our entire fleet. UOT  
is responsible for the daily operations of our 
fleet, including technical operations, crewing,  
training, maintenance, regulatory and classification 
compliance, and health, safety, quality, and 
environmental management and reporting.

FLEET DATA AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2020

P. YANBU
(ex Kalamas)

SUMITOMO HEAVY
INDUSTRIES MARINE &
ENGINEERING CO., LTD

105.391

SIZE (DWT) BUILDER

2011

YEAR BUILT

SUMITOMO HEAVY
INDUSTRIES MARINE &
ENGINEERING CO., LTD

104.588BRIOLETTE
(ex Maersk Jamnagar)

SIZE (DWT) BUILDER

2011

YEAR BUILT

SUMITOMO HEAVY
INDUSTRIES MARINE &
ENGINEERING CO., LTD

104.623BLUE MOON
(ex Maersk Jeddah)

SIZE (DWT) BUILDER

2011

YEAR BUILT

SAMSUNG HEAVY
INDUSTRIES CO., LTD

115.915P. KIKUMA
(ex FSL Shanghai)

SIZE (DWT) BUILDER

2007

YEAR BUILT

SASEBO HEAVY  
INDUSTRIES CO., LTD

115.577P. FOS
(ex Virgo Sun)

SIZE (DWT) BUILDER

2007

YEAR BUILT

SUBSIDIARIES

2.2
Risks and  
uncertainties

2.3
Performance 
and goals

A detailed analysis of industry specific risks that  
have been identified is available in our Annual  
Report filed on Form 20-F with the U.S. Securities  
and Exchange Commission (SEC), which is located  
on our website www.pshipping.com and on the SEC  
website at www.sec.gov

Given that this is our inaugural ESG Report, 
our objective is to provide transparent insight 
into our strategy and identify and set relevant 
sustainability goals for the future. We are in the 
process of gathering accurate and complete data 
in order to report comprehensive comparative 
data going forward. 

A/A COMPANY PLACE OF 
INCORPORATION VESSEL FLAG CAPACITY DATE 

BUILT
DATE 

DELIVERED

VESSEL OWNING SUBSIDIARIES - AFRAMAX TANKER VESSELS

1
Taburao 
Shipping 
Company Inc.

Marshall Islands Blue Moon Marshall 
Islands

104,623 
DWT Sep-11 Aug-19

2
Tarawa 
Shipping 
Company Inc.

Marshall Islands Briolette Marshall 
Islands

104,588 
DWT Apr-11 Nov-19

3
Rongelap 
Shipping 
Company Inc.

Marshall Islands P. Fos Marshall 
Islands 115,577 DWT Mar-07 Jan-20

4 Toka Shipping 
Company Inc. Marshall Islands P. Kikuma Marshall 

Islands
115,915  
DWT Nov-07 Mar-20

5
Arno 
Shipping 
Company Inc.

Marshall Islands P. Yanbu Marshall 
Islands

105,391 
DWT Jan-11 Dec-20

OTHER SUBSIDIARIES

6
Performance 
Shipping USA 
LLC

Delaware - USA Company’s US 
Representative - - -

6

Unitized 
Ocean 
Transport 
Limited

Marshall Islands Management 
Company - - -



2.4
External memberships
Through the development and implementation of our ESG Sustainability Policy, we aim to exercise our 
business activities even more diligently and consciously regarding our impact (positive or negative) on 
society and the environment.

Due to our small size and developing nature in the sustainability domain, we have not yet developed extensive 
actions and programs regarding external initiatives and memberships in associations. Nevertheless, we 
intend to expand our memberships, given proper business circumstances.

MARIA TSAKOS PUBLIC 
BENEFIT FOUNDATION 

pursues initiatives  
to advance seafarers’ 

welfare, maritime 
education, training,  

and research; protect and 
preserve the environment 

and maritime heritage.  
The foundation fosters 

research projects related 
to the maritime sector and 
its people, environmental 
protection, sustainability 

and resilience and increases 
awareness of the maritime 
industry’s significance and 

contribution to national  
and international trade.  
Our Chairman serves as 

Vice Chairman of the Board 
of Directors of Maria Tsakos 

Foundation.

ITOSF 
(Informal Tanker  

Operator Safety Forum),  
an industry forum 

where safety issues and 
initiatives are discussed 

and benchmarked among 
Tanker Operators.

MEDITERRANEAN 
REGIONAL COMMITTEE  

OF CHINA CLASSIFICATION 
SOCIETY (CCS), 
until mid-2020,  

our Chairman served as 
Chairman of the Board.

UK DEFENSE CLUB
 a superior maritime 
legal costs insurance.  

Our Chairman is a member 
of the Board of Directors.

The Company and its executive and non-executive members are active members 
of the following associations

 HELMEPA 
(Hellenic Marine 

Environment Protection 
Association),  

an association where 
Greek seafarers and 

ship owners participate 
voluntarily with the 

purpose of protecting the 
seas from ship-generated 
pollution. It encourages 

compliance with national 
and international laws and 

regulations that Greece 
has ratified, governing 
pollution prevention  

and safety at sea.

INTERTANKO 
(the International 

Association of Independent 
Tanker Owners), a trade 

association that has 
served as the voice for 

independent tanker 
owners since 1970, 

representing the interests 
of its members at national, 
regional, and international 

levels.

How 
we care

3

3.1 
Sustainability policy 
In 2020 we developed and adopted an ESG  
Policy, which applies to all our employees,  
directors, officers, agents, subsidiaries, and  
vessel management company, Unitized Ocean 
Transport Limited (each, an “Employee”). 

The ESG Policy sets the overarching principles of 
sustainability, introduces new aspects of corporate 
responsibility, and brings together elements that 
already existed in our everyday business through 
the implementation of our Management System 
(MS) and other corporate practices and policies.

Making successful progress on ESG issues is 
challenging as we depend on the collective efforts 
of many. Factors such as technical advances, 
policy changes, economic volatility, and supplier
engagement may also affect our progress. While 
we strive to meet our goals and targets, sometimes 
challenges may impede our progress.

Through this ESG Policy, we aim to improve the 
predictability, transparency, and accountability 
of our actions by putting into practice our 
commitments to ESG sustainability and pursuing 
improvements in all our operations. In order 
to enhance our corporate social responsibility 
while embedding it into our everyday business in 

the best possible way, we keep informed about 
current sustainability trends and developments 
in ESG practices, aiming to act as a responsible 
and ethical corporate citizen towards a better and 
more sustainable global future.

Furthermore, we undertake to uphold the highest 
standards of sustainable development. To achieve 
this goal, we have identified the following 
priority ESG commitments and objectives, 
taking into account the broader context of issues 
acknowledged through the materiality analysis 
performed in 2020 (see also chapter 3.4 below):

The following section presents our sustainability 
framework and the material sustainability 
issues identified, along with our approach to 
stakeholder engagement.

Our focus revolves around 
the three core principles of ESG  

or three ESG pillars:

ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIAL GOVERNANCE
21 3
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•  Provide a safe and healthy working  
environment for employees.

•  Be responsive to employment issues (hiring, 
retention, etc.) and respect labor rights.

•  Invest in personnel training and further 
education.

•  Support and uphold the protection of human 
rights by complying with all applicable laws.

•  Promote diversity and inclusion, equal 
opportunity, and non-discrimination.  

•  Implement policies and procedures for 
protective measures in the event of an 
emergency or major incident. 

•  Promote the health of employees  
by encouraging physical exercise through 
participation in community and  
charitable activities.

•  Support the local communities in which we 
operate, including through encouragement 
of charitable activities and giving.

•  Develop a culture of trust and teamwork 
amongst employees, partners, clients,  
suppliers, and stakeholders.

•  Monitor energy consumption and relevant 
emissions while being updated regularly 
regarding renewable or alternative 
environmentally friendly sources of energy.

•  Comply with climate change objectives 
and initiatives such as the IMO’s relevant 
commitments.

•  Minimize all environmental discharges.
• Protect biodiversity and life below water.
•  Comply with the continuously changing 

environmental regulations, applicable  
national and international legislation, 
classification society regulations, and  
industry guides and guidelines. 

•  Strive to meet legislation early and exceed 
compliance requirements and standards.

•  Measure, track, and communicate progress  
on incorporating sustainability principles  
into business practices.

•  Implement policies and procedures  
to address environmental impacts,  
which are periodically reviewed.

•  Allocate responsibilities and adequate  
resources for the implementation of our ESG 
Policy and the objectives set forth therein.

ENVIRONMENTAL

21

SOCIAL

•  Foster ethical business conduct.
•  Exhibit transparency and integrity.
•  Comply with relevant legislation.
•  Apply a solid governance model using  

sound governance principles while taking  
into account relevant good practices.

•  Promote responsible purchasing and supply 
chain practices.

•  Pursue healthy economic performance  
without neglecting to consider potential 
environmental and social implications.

•  Maintain transparent and honest  
communication with stakeholders. 

•  Adopt voluntary charters, codes of conduct, 
and policies to reach sustainability goals.

GOVERNANCE 
AND ECONOMIC 
PERFORMANCE

3

This Report presents the underlying essence of our 
ESG Policy regarding the way we handle and manage 
our performance related to the issues addressed 
within it. 

Given that we are a first-time reporter in further 
pursuit of sustainability excellence and a board 
committee responsible for the oversight of 
sustainability performance has not yet been  
formed, our CEO has been assigned to make any 
decisions regarding the implementation of the 
ESG Policy and sustainability issues in general. 
Whenever needed, and as per the Company’s 
governance system, the CEO informs the Board 
of Directors of the ongoing developments of 
sustainability matters relevant to the Company’s 
operations and our future plans. The CEO is 
supported by the experienced members of our 
management team in his endeavors to achieve the 
above and develop this Report.

3.2
Our vision 
and mission
Our vision is to become a leader in our industry 
via continuous improvement in every aspect of 
our operations. At the same time, our mission is 
to provide safe and environmentally responsible 
seaborne transportation of crude oil products 
around the world. 

Our key concern is to continually improve our 
offered services, ensuring that our customers’ 
transport needs are addressed adequately, in a 
contemporary and responsible manner.

In connection with the above vision and mission, 
our prime strategic objectives are outlined below:

•  Zero incidents;
•  Zero spills;
•  Efficient energy performance; 
•  Cost-effective seaborne transportation services; 
•  To satisfy and, where possible, to exceed clients’ 

needs and expectations;
•  Sound corporate governance and ethical 

business conduct;
•  Sustainable development and healthy economic 

development; and
•  Transparency and unbiased dialogue with 

stakeholders.

In our operations, we have regular communication 
with the above stakeholder categories, which 
vary from daily contact to ad hoc, depending 
on circumstances and business needs. For the 
purposes of this Report, we communicated our 
endeavor to selected stakeholders in order for 
them to actively participate in the identification 
of key sustainability topics and concerns that they 
consider as crucial for us and the shipping industry 
as a whole.

The engaged stakeholders, per group, are  
presented below with the respective communication 
method, frequency, and raised topic, as well as the  
Company’s response.

3.3
Stakeholder  
engagement
In creating our first Sustainability Report using the 
GRI Standards, we defined our major stakeholders 
and our interaction with them in order to achieve 
a comprehensive and meaningful stakeholder 
engagement approach. By taking into account the 
direct and indirect influence of various stakeholders, 
individuals, and legal entities, we tried to define and 
include those stakeholder groups who have an actual 
impact on our decision-making and operations.

After internal consultation and discussions, we 
arrived at seven major stakeholder groups, which 
are presented below in alphabetical order:

•  Customers 
•  Employees
•  Financial institutions 
•  Investors
•  Maritime organizations
•  Society
•  Suppliers



STAKEHOLDER GROUP COMMUNICATION METHOD / 
TYPE OF ENGAGEMENT

Investors Shareholders Annual General Meeting, quarterly and 
annual reports on financial results, press 
releases on significant transactions i.e., 
S&P transactions or long-term TC contracts

Employees Line and upper management Annual employee performance review
Open and direct communication

Customers Charterers / brokers Press releases, meetings, calls  
and correspondence
Participation in events / exhibitions

Financial 
institutions

Banks, underwriters Frequent meetings and calls
Press releases
Quarterly and annual FS
Corporate presentations

Industry 
organizations

Classification societies,  
P&I clubs, vetting companies, 
trade industry organizations

Inspections and auditing process
Meetings, calls and correspondence
Participation in events / exhibitions

Authorities and 
regulators 

Ministry of Shipping, customs 
and tax authorities, IMO,  
Securities and Exchange 
Commission, Port Authorities, 
Coastguard, flag administration

Inspections and audits

Community and 
society

Academia, NGOs / other 
initiative / associations,  
local communities

Participation in charitable events,  
Donations to local communities 

Suppliers Insurance brokers, 
manufacturers, shipyards, ship 
chandlers, port agents, manning 
agents

Calls, meetings and correspondence
Participation in events / exhibitions
Supplier evaluations
Engagement through contracts

COMMUNICATION 
AND FREQUENCY

MAIN TOPICS RAISED FROM 
INTERACTION AND SURVEY

PERFORMANCE’S RESPONSE

Annual
Quarterly
Ad hoc
Strategic  
(through 
roadshows)

Company resilience, annual 
results, investment plans

Performance’s financial results and significant 
transactions are and will continue to be fully 
and regularly disclosed to its shareholders. 
Annual financials are audited by a reputable 
audit firm before issuance.

The Internal Auditor monitors the design  
and implementation of a sound Internal Control 
System and its continuous improvement.

Annually and Daily Employment
Job opportunities

Performance hires / attracts high caliber 
personnel to conduct its business in the most 
professional way and offers its employees 
career development opportunities

Ad hoc Company’s reliability / 
reputation
Rendering of top-quality 
services
Inclusion of ESG practices

Performance focuses its efforts on delivering 
high-quality services to its clients

Quarterly
Annually
Ad hoc – i.e. in 
case of significant 
changes in the 
Company’s 
structure / 
business

Financial performance
Growth potentials
Transparency

Performance is committed to sustainable 
development and healthy economic 
performance

Ad hoc Compliance
Environmental performance
Inclusion of ESG practices

Performance’s business transactions are  
in compliance with applicable laws and 
regulations specified by industry organizations

Ad hoc Regulatory compliance
Environmental performance
Health and Safety

Performance complies with all laws, policies, 
and regulations as set by regulatory authorities

Ad hoc Adoption of new 
technologies
Environmental performance

Performance keeps up to date on technological 
advancements and trends and examines  
the adoption of new applications 

Annually
Ad hoc

Company’s reliability / 
reputation
Procurement practices
Inclusion of ESG practices

Performance maintains open and unrestricted 
communication with business partners 
Supplier evaluations integrate with sustainability  
related issues



3.4 
Materiality analysis
As we set out to identify our material sustainability 
issues in 2020, we ran a materiality analysis survey 
asking selected stakeholders their opinion and 
perspective on sustainability related issues. Due 
to the unprecedented situation of COVID-19, and 
for precautionary reasons in the interest of safety 
(our primary concern as a shipping company), 
the scheduled interviews took place via individual 
videoconference calls. Each interview had a 
dual purpose: to inform stakeholders about our 
sustainability agenda and to understand our 
stakeholders’ concerns. We received feedback 
from 16 respondents, external and internal.

To facilitate this survey process, we benchmarked 
key issues identified by other shipping companies. 
Using the GRI topic-specific standards as a 
primary guide, we selected potential key issues 
which seem to be closer to our business nature 
and relevant to this Report. From this process, 
twenty topics of potential focus were identified 
and grouped into three wider categories (i.e., 
environmental, social, and governance). The 
survey results reflected the stakeholders’ 
perception of sustainability issues, which they 
considered material to our operations, taking into 
account our intention to operate responsibly.  

ECONOMIC 
PERFORMANCE
& MARKET 
PRESENCE

RESPONSIBLE 
PROCUREMENT /

SUPPLY CHAIN

GOVERNANCE / ETHICS
& ANTI-CORRUPTION / 
ANTI-COMPETITION

ENERGY CONSUMPTION 
(WITHIN THE COMPANY), 
EMISSIONS, & CLIMATE CHANGE

EFFLUENTS 
& WASTE

ENVIRONMENTAL 
COMPLIANCE 

DIVERSITY, EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY, &

NON-DISCRIMINATION

TRAINING &
EDUCATION

OCCUPATIONAL
HEALTH & SAFETY 

LABOR / MANAGEMENT 
RELATIONS, FREEDOM OF 
ASSOCIATION, AND COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING

BIODIVERSITY &
LIFE BELOW WATER

SECURITY PRACTICES

HUMAN RIGHTS ASSESSMENT 

CHILD, FORCED,
OR COMPULSORY LABOR

LOCAL 
COMMUNITIES

PUBLIC POLICY & POLITICAL
CONTRIBUTIONS

CUSTOMER
PRIVACY

SOCIOECONOMIC
COMPLIANCE

WATER MANAGEMENT 
(I.E., WITHDRAWAL, 
CONSUMPTION, REUSE /
RECYCLING)

EMPLOYMENT ISSUES
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GOVERNANCE ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY EMPLOYMENT RESPONSIBILITY

The survey process revealed that both internal 
and external stakeholders are aware of various 
sustainability issues relevant to us and the shipping 
industry. This assessment helps us focus our 
initiatives and goals on the areas where we can 
have the greatest impact while also identifying  
opportunities for our business strategy. Most  
participants tended to have concerns revolving  
around safety, compliance, governance, environment,  
and employment issues.

Finally, in the interest of better presentation and 
understanding, some issues were consolidated. The 
Company applied a materiality threshold (i.e., score 
above 80% in both axes) to define its material issues  
and formulate the basis of the Report’s content. These 
issues are depicted in the materiality matrix below. 

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OPERATIONAL RESPONSIBILITY



Each topic’s boundary is either internal or 
external or both, depending on our primary 
impact. Specifically, “internal boundary” means 
that an issue has an impact within the Company 
and directly affects our operations, shareholders, 
and employees, whereas “external boundary” 
means that an issue has an impact outside the 
Company and primarily affects its environment, 
local communities, suppliers, and customers.

The issues that we initially identified and 
used to perform the materiality analysis  

are the following:

GOVERNANCE

•  Economic performance  
and market presence 

•  Responsible procurement / 
supply chain 

•  Governance / ethics  
& anti-corruption /  
anti-competition 

ENVIRONMENTAL
RESPONSIBILITY

•  Energy consumption (within 
the Company), emissions, 
and climate change

•  Water management  
(i.e., withdrawal, 
consumption, reuse / 
recycling)

•  Biodiversity and life below 
water 

•  Effluents and waste 
•  Environmental compliance

EMPLOYMENT
RESPONSIBILITY

•  Employment issues
•  Labor / Management 

relations, freedom of 
association, and collective 
bargaining

•  Occupational health & 
safety

•  Training and education
•  Diversity, equal opportunity, 

and non-discrimination
•  Security practices
•  Human rights assessment
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•  Child, forced, or compulsory 
labor 

•  Local communities 
•  Public policy & political 

contributions 

OPERATIONAL
RESPONSIBILITY

SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY

•  Customer privacy 
•  Socioeconomic  

Compliance 

54

MATERIAL ISSUE GRI STANDARD REFERENCE ISSUE BOUNDARIES

1 Occupational Health  
and Safety

GRI 403:  Occupational 
Health and Safety

Internal (employees) / external 
(visitors & customers)

2 Environmental Compliance GRI 307:  Environmental 
Compliance

Internal (company & 
shareholders) / external 
(local communities & industry 
organizations)

3 Governance / ethics &  
anti-corruption / anti-
competition

GRI 205: Anti-corruption
GRI 206:  Anti-competitive 

Behavior

Internal (company, shareholders, 
financial institutions, employees)

4 Effluents and Waste GRI 306:  Effluents and 
Waste

External (local communities & 
industry organizations)

5 Socioeconomic Compliance GRI 419:  Socioeconomic 
Compliance

Internal (company, shareholders, 
employees)

6 Employment issues GRI 401: Employment Internal (company & employees)

7 Energy consumption  
(within the Company),  
emissions and climate change

GRI 302: Energy
GRI 305: Emissions

Internal (company) / external 
(local communities & industry 
organizations)

8 Biodiversity and life below water GRI 304: Biodiversity External (local communities & 
industry organizations)

9 Diversity, equal opportunity  
and non-discrimination

GRI 405:  Diversity and  
Equal Opportunity

GRI 406: Non-discrimination

Internal (company & employees)

10 Training and Education GRI 404:  Training  
and Education

Internal (company & employees)

The following ten material issues were identified in order of significance

The above material issues are presented in more detail within the following chapters of the Report, along 
with other issues from the survey, which we considered important to include to inform our stakeholders 
about our sustainability performance.



As a corporation that is genuinely interested in  
a better and more sustainable future, we support 
the UN SDGs, and we aim to align our actions with 

the respective SDGs which are relevant to our ESG 
Policy, namely:

3.5  
Link To The UN Sustainable  
Development Goals 

ENVIRONMENT SOCIAL GOVERNANCE
ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE
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•  SDG 7.    Affordable  
and clean energy

•  SDG 13. Climate action
•  SDG 14. Life below water

•  SDG 3.  Good health &  
well-being

•  SDG 4. Quality education
•  SDG 5. Gender equality
•  SDG 10.  Reduced  

inequalit ies

• SDG 8.    Decent work and 
economic growth

• SDG 16.  Peace, justice, and 
strong institutions

At Performance, we promote social solidarity 
and aim to pursue voluntary initiatives and 
opportunities to keep our employees engaged 
and involved with society. These opportunities for 
social contribution are also important factors in 
team building amongst employees.

Social solidarity during a pandemic, with lockdowns 
and social distancing, plays a pivotal role in 
developing a collective consciousness. Employee 

volunteerism is an effective way for companies to 
get involved in and support local communities and 
promote employee wellness. Outdoor volunteer 
events are an effective way for employees to reduce 
stress, achieve fitness and wellness goals, and 
keep motivated. We encourage all employees to 
engage in volunteer activities to boost morale and 
support various nonprofit organizations through  
charitable activities.

3.6 
 Social responsibility

Philanthropy and employee  
volunteerism initiatives
•  In November 2020, we formed the UOT Employee 

Relief Fund (UERF) in cooperation with our crew  
agent in Manila to support employees affected 
by natural disasters, such as typhoons, fires, 
or floods. Funds collected by the Company 
through employees’ contributions provided 
basic necessities and temporary relief to those in 
need. UERF actively supported the families of crew 
members affected by Typhoon Goni, which hit  
the Philippines and caused widespread damage.

•  In June 2020, we took part in the “Virtual SNF Run.”  
The participation cost of each runner was covered 
by the Company, which was then tripled by the 
Stavros Niarchos Foundation (a philanthropic 
organization whose work is making grants to 
nonprofit organizations). Proceeds from the race 
went to 81 hospitals across Greece. Over half of 
our Employees took part in the Virtual SNF Run.

•  In September 2020, a third of our employees 
took part in the “Digital Race for the Cure 2020.” 
The Company covered the participation costs for 
those who took part. Proceeds from the event 
went to the nonprofit Hellenic Association of 
Women with Breast Cancer “Alma Zois.”
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The sections of the following chapter present, amongst other information, selected financial data of  
the Company as well as an overview of its governance framework and Internal Control System (ICS).

4.1 
Financial highlights

Economic performance  
and governance

4

SELECTED FINANCIAL DATA
(Expressed in thousands of US Dollars)

December 31,
2020

December 31,
2019

Voyage and time charter revenues $ 46,283 $ 26,846

Voyage expenses $ 14,622 $ 3,447

Vessel operating expenses  $ 11,544  $ 11,321

Net income / (loss)  $ 3,777  $ (32,057)

Net income / (loss) attributable to common stockholders $ 5,190  $ (32,057)

Earnings / (Loss) per common share, basic  $ 1.06  $ (11.19)

Earnings / (Loss) per common share, diluted  $ 1.05  $ (11.19)

Average number of vessels  4.6  4.2

Number of vessels  5.0  4.0

Ownership days  1,689  1,516

Available days  1,689  1,516

Operating days, excluding ballast leg 1,258 1,401

Operating days, including ballast leg 1,515 1,422

Fleet utilization, excluding ballast leg 74.5% 92.4%

Fleet utilization, including ballast leg 89.7% 93.8%

Time charter equivalent (TCE) rate $ 18,745 $ 15,435

Daily vessel operating expenses $ 6,835 $ 7,468

DIRECT ECONOMIC VALUE GENERATED AND DISTRIBUTED (EVGD)
The following table presents the direct economic value generated and distributed: 

Direct economic value generated and distributed

31/12/2020
USD

Source (Press Release  
dated March 8, 2021)

Direct economic
value generated Revenues $46,283,000 Voyage and time  

charter revenues

Economic value 
distributed Operating costs $23,394,000

Voyage expenses (+)
Vessel operating expenses (+) 
Management fees (+)
non-cash G&As

Crew wages & office employees 
payroll and benefits $8,668,000

Payments to providers  
of capital $2,212,000 Dividends paid and  

interest cost

Payments to government $520,000

Economic value retained $11,489,000

Further financial information can be found on our website http://www.pshipping.com/for-our-investors
and on the SEC website at www.sec.gov

In 2020, our revenue 
amounted to $46.3 million 
whereas our net income 
amounted to $3.8 million.  

Our revenue increased  
by 73% compared to 2019  
(or by $19.50 million). 

As of December 31, 2020,  
the Company’s equity 
amounted to $96.8 million 
and long-term debt to  
$58.1 million.

ECONOMIC VALUE
DISTRIBUTED

ECONOMIC VALUE
GENERATED

revenue
$46.3 million

$  23.4 million  
Operating costs

$  8.7 million  
Crew wages & 
office employees 
payroll and benefits

$  2.2 million 
Payments  
to providers  
of capital

$  0.5 million  
Payments to 
government



4.2 
Governance structure
Our executive management team’s responsibilities 
include
•  working to ensure the implementation  

of our business strategy;
•  general corporate oversight; 
•  interfacing with financial markets; and 
•  supervising the commercial and technical 

management teams.  

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
We maintain a majority independent board of 
directors (Board) comprising of seven (7) individuals 
with a variety of geographic locations, backgrounds, 
qualifications, and extensive experience in all aspects 
of business. We believe that this diversity contributes 
to a well-rounded Board, uniquely positioned to 
guide our strategy. 

Our Board is elected annually on a staggered 
basis. Each director elected holds office for 
a three-year term and until their successor is 
elected and has qualified, except in the event of 
such director’s death, resignation, removal, or the 
earlier termination of their term of office.

In February 2020, we appointed our first female 
Board member as a step toward advancing Board 
diversity and enhancing the transparency of our 
governance structure.

As part of its activities, the Board receives regular 
updates relating to progress and priorities in 
sustainability topics and participates in reviewing 
the effectiveness of risk management processes 
on ESG issues and in decision-making on financial 
management matters.

Global lockdowns forced meetings of all sizes 
to go virtual, including the digitization of Board 
meetings. We were able to find our footing and 
adapt instantly. The advantages of virtual meetings 
were quickly made clear; Reduced travel, increased 
attendance and engagement, cost efficiency, 
clearer agendas, and presentations. Our Board’s 
ability to come together and transition swiftly 
makes a difference in our capacity to impact our 
operations effectively. 

NAME AGE POSITION

Symeon P. Palios 80 Class III Director Chairman of the Board

Andreas Michalopoulos 50 Class I Director
Director, Chief Executive Officer,  
Treasurer and Secretary, Member  
of the Executive Committee

Aliki Paliou 45 Class II Director Non-Executive Director, Chairman of  
the Executive Committee

Giannakis (John) Evangelou 76 Class III Director Independent Non-Executive Director, 
Chairman of the Audit Committee 

Antonios Karavias 78 Class I Director 
Independent Non-Executive Director, 
Member of the Audit Committee and of 
the Compensation Committee

Christos Glavanis 68 Class III Director 
Independent Non-Executive Director, 
Chairman of the Compensation 
Committee

Reidar Brekke 59 Class II Director Independent Non-Executive Director

AVERAGE 
AGE

65

OVERALL ATTENDANCE %

INDEPEΝDENT

4
BOARD 

MEMBERS

7
FEMALE

1

93 %

More information regarding our executives’ resumes and their competencies as members of the above 
Board Committees can be found on our website http://www.pshipping.com/who-we-are.



4.2.1
Internal control environment
As a publicly traded Company, we are subject to 
the rules and regulations of the Securities and 
Exchange Commission (SEC) and of any national 
securities exchange (Exchange) on which our 
shares are listed.

In this context, we operate a Committee of Sponsoring 
Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO)  
aligned Internal Control System (ICS). An inherent  
part of this ICS is a comprehensive Management 
System (MS) for the entire Company (i.e., offices  
and vessels), and satisfies the requirements of 
the most recent versions of the ISO 9001, 14001, 
OHSAS18001/ ISO45001, ILO MLC 2006 & ISM 
Code, as applicable, and all other statutory 
requirements and international legislations.  
The relevant Management System encapsulates  
the above and sets the pace towards compliance 
with the respective requirements of the  
standards followed. 

AUDIT COMMITTEE 
Our Audit Committee (AC) 
is comprised of  
two independent directors. 
The AC is responsible for 
reviewing our accounting 
controls, recommending to 
the Board the engagement  
of our independent auditors, 
and pre-approving audit 
and audit-related services 
and fees. The AC is also 
responsible for reviewing  
all related party transactions 
for potential conflicts of 
interest, and all related party 
transactions are subject to 
the approval of the AC.

COMPENSATION 
COMMITTEE
Our Compensation 
Committee (CC) is  
comprised of two 
independent directors.  
The CC is responsible  
for recommending to  
the Board our senior 
executive officers’ 
compensation and  
benefits, among other  
things.

EXECUTIVE 
COMMITTEE
Our Executive Committee 
(ExCo) was comprised  
of three directors until  
February 2020. Since 
February 2020, it is 
comprised of two directors. 
The ExCo is responsible for 
the overall management of 
our business.

Mr. Symeon Palios has served as our Chairman 
of the Board since January 13, 2010, and as our 
Chief Executive Officer from January 2010 to 
October 2020. 

Mr. Andreas Michalopoulos serves as our Chief 
Executive Officer since October 2020, as a 
Director since March 2020, and as a member of 
the Executive Committee since February 2020. 

From October 2019 to October 2020, he served 
as our Deputy Chief Executive Officer, and from 
January 2010 to October 2020, he also served as 
our Chief Financial Officer.

The Company has also formed several Board 
Committees in the context of a sound governance 
model. These are presented briefly below. 

We aim to achieve ISO 9001 
certification during 2021. 

The ICS and the MS feature short, medium, and 
long-term objectives, set by executive management 
and endorsed by our Board. This Report may also 
complement the above by setting additional goals 
per material issue and taking into account the 
applicable sustainability reporting standards. We 
periodically review our objectives and goals related 
to safety, health, security, energy, environmental, 
labor, and human rights and evaluate our 
performance by using appropriate key performance 
indicators (KPIs).

4.2.2 
Risk Management & compliance
Risk management is an inherent part of our 
business, and we perform relevant actions in order 
to identify and mitigate the risks pertinent to 
our operations. More information about the risks 
and opportunities we encounter can be found 
in chapter 2.2 above and in our Annual Report, 
located on our website.

According to our ESG Policy, we are committed 
to identifying and assessing ESG risks and 
opportunities and incorporating these into our 
operations where appropriate.

We operate in several countries throughout 
the world, including countries known to have a 
reputation for corruption. We are committed to 
doing business in accordance with applicable 

anti-corruption laws and have adopted a code 
of business conduct and ethics that is consistent 
and in full compliance with the Foreign Corrupt 
Practices Act (FCPA).

We have an established Internal Audit Department  
that reviews our processes and controls, provides  
appropriate recommendations to add value, 
improves our operations, and assists Management 
in accomplishing our objectives.

Our Internal Auditor has a functional reporting  
line through direct and unrestricted access to  
the Audit Committee to communicate their  
findings, recommendations, and monitoring of  their  
implementation and, in parallel, an administrative  
reporting line to the CEO. Through this dual  
Reporting line, the Internal Auditor maintains 
their independence and objectivity.

ENVIRONMENTAL
•  Efficient energy consumption;

•  Emissions and factors contributing to climate change;

•  Biodiversity and life below water;

•  Responsible disposal of effluents and waste; and 

•  Environmental compliance.

SOCIAL
•  Occupational health & safety;

•  Employment issues, training, and education;

•  Preservation of human rights;

•  Diversity;

•  Ensuring equal opportunity and non-discrimination; and 

•  Socio-economic compliance.

GOVERNANCE
•  Governance and ethics (including anti-corruption/anti-competition);

•  Economic performance; and 

•  Responsible procurement/supply chain.



4.2.3 
Ethics & anti-corruption practices
We have adopted and communicated the Code of 
Business Conduct and Ethics (the Code) to all of 
our employees, directors, officers, and agents, and 
our subsidiaries, to promote honest and ethical 
conduct, full and accurate disclosure in reports 
the Company files with, or submits to, regulatory 
authorities, protection of Company assets, fair 
dealing practices, compliance with laws, rules 
and regulations and to deter wrongdoing. All 
Employees are required to be familiar with this 
Code, comply with its provisions, and report any 
suspected violations. Our Code is consistent and 
in full compliance with the U.S. Foreign Corrupt 
Practices Act of 1977, as amended.

We have also developed a whistleblower program, 
available to both internal and external parties, to 
report any potential noncompliance. Employees 

are encouraged to take all appropriate action to 
stop any known misconduct by fellow employees or 
other personnel that violate this Code, without fear 
of retaliation. Employees shall report any known or 
suspected misconduct to the Chairman of the Audit 
Committee, or the Company’s Legal Department, 
or through the Company’s Whistleblower Program 
by leaving a voice message with the Company’s 
whistleblower hotline answering service or sending 
an email to the dedicated email address. Employee 
information will be kept strictly confidential; the 
Company will not retaliate or allow retaliation for 
reports made in good faith.

In addition to the above, we have implemented 
the following policies to support our sustainable 
business approach. These include:

Through this policy, we outline the principles we 
are committed to in relation with preventing, 
reporting and managing fraud and corruption, 
including, but not limited to, violations of the 
U.S. FCPA, the U.K. Bribery Act, and the anti-
corruption laws of the other countries where we 
do business.

Anti-Fraud Policy & Fraud  
Response Plan 

We do not tolerate harassment in any form, 
and we are committed to ensuring a work 
environment free of harassment, bullying, and 
discrimination. Through this policy, we endeavor 
to protect all employees from exposure to any 
form of harassment.

Harassment Policy

We have developed an Environmental, Social, 
and Governance Policy, which applies to all 
of our employees, directors, officers, and 
agents. The policy identifies our commitment 
to assessing ESG risks and opportunities and 
incorporating these into our operations.

 ESG Policy

Through this policy, we endeavor to provide Equal 
Employment Opportunity to all job applicants 
and employees. 

Equal Employment 
Opportunity Policy We ensure that all users or networks of the 

IT structure within our organization’s domain 
abide by the prescriptions regarding digitally 
stored data security. This policy intends to 
protect information systems and ensure the 
ongoing confidentiality of information, data 
integrity, and information system services 
availability.

Information Systems  
Security Policy

Insider Trading  
Prevention Policy

Federal securities laws prohibit the misuse of 
material non-public information. This policy 
forbids any employee from trading in the 
Company’s securities, either for their personal 
account or on behalf of others, while in 
possession of material non-public information or 
communicating material non-public information 
to others in violation of the law.

4.2.4
Supply chain
We focus on quality and compliance standards with 
our suppliers across the entire supply chain, and 
our continued compliance with these standards 
and quality requirements is vital for our operations.

We utilize the services of manufacturers and marine  
logistics firms who offer global “door-to-deck”  
delivery of products such as ship spares and marine 
parts. This specialized supply chain management 
service integrates with their global infrastructure 
and expertise in freight forwarding, warehousing, 
supply chain management, local ship agency & 
chandlering, and marine and offshore support.

Our Code, along with the Whistleblower program, 
and various other policies are posted on our 
website www.pshipping.com

Our Corporate Governance documents are 
scheduled to be revised every two years to 
enhance our governance policies. These policies 
were revised in 2020 and approved by our Board.

All governing documents, policies, procedures, 
and the Company’s Management System are 
documented and electronically available to our 
employees through the Company’s intranet 
and ERP System. A copy of these policies is 
given to all employees upon commencement of  
their employment.

confirmed incidents  
of corruption against 
the Company 

whistleblowing 
incidents reported 
through any of the 
available channels.

2020

0

0



4.2.5
Responsible procurement
We invest in sustainable and responsible 
relationships with our business partners. Our  
suppliers are expected to have a high and 
increasing focus on quality and standards across  
the entire supply chain. As such, we have 
established a process whereby our suppliers 

will be evaluated on an annual basis in order  
to monitor their performance and ensure their 
continued compliance with the required standards 
and quality, which are vital to our operations. The 
evaluation process is based on:

Delivery of non-conforming goods or services 
that could affect the safety or integrity of our 
vessel, crew, or the environment, will result in 
the immediate downgrading of the supplier’s 
“Approved” status. On the third occurrence, the 
supplier will be downgraded to “Rejected” status.

When we purchase services or goods that 
may have a significant environmental impact 
on our activities, the Purchasing department 
communicates the relevant procedures and 
requirements to the suppliers or contractors. Any 

requests or requirements that arise from the 
Company’s Quality or Environmental Management 
Systems are communicated to the suppliers upon 
placing an order.

In 2020, a total of 276 suppliers were evaluated 
based on their performance. All 276 qualified as 
approved suppliers. Performance monitoring is an  
ongoing process; therefore, we will re-evaluate 
approved suppliers on an annual basis. The chart 
below depicts the geographical location of our 
approved suppliers. 

ON-TIME 
& 

ACCURATE 
DELIVERY

QUALITY  
OF SUPPLIED 

GOODS
PRICE

STABILITY
MANAGEMENT 
CAPABILITIES

70%

22%

7%

1%
0%

Asia

Europe

Oceania

Africa

Americas

Suppliers 
per geographical region

At Performance, we are aware of the potential 
environmental impacts that our operations may  
have. In this context, we make continuous efforts  
to improve our environmental performance in all  
necessary areas as required by our Management  
System.

We have established and implemented an  
Environmental Management System (EMS) in 
accordance with the provisions of ISO 14001. 

Our planet5

5.1
Energy efficiency - monitoring 
and managing fuel consumption
Energy efficiency is a crucial parameter of shipping 
operations, and we continuously seek to improve 
upon it for further advancement. Increased energy 
efficiency will result in:

At Performance, energy efficiency means more 
than just compliance with regulations. We are 
committed to:

reducing our environmental 
impact by reducing air 
emissions

improving operational 
performance by reducing 
energy costs, which is a vital 
element in our industry

Further enhancing and 
maintaining our fleet’s Ship 
Energy Efficiency Management 
Plan (SEEMP), which is subject 
to regular review.

Adopting environmentally 
friendly technologies to 
support our strategy for 
increased efficiency.

Promoting energy efficiency 
awareness to all personnel 
through training and focused 
actions.

We aim to achieve ISO 
14001 certification in 2021 

Our Senior and technical operations management 
team are responsible for ensuring that the 
Environmental Management System is communicated,  
understood, implemented, and maintained at 
all levels. 

The following principles guide our environmental 
commitment:

•  Comply with the applicable environmental laws 
and regulations.

•  Respond to environmental incidents quickly and 
effectively.

•  Respect the environment.
•  Enhance operating practices and training.
•  Manage operations to prevent environmental 

incidents and control emissions.
•  Use energy and resources efficiently and 

effectively.
•  Minimize waste.



We have developed and implemented a SEEMP that 
establishes a process to review and assess our current 
EMS practices, enhance our corporate environmental 
policies, and meet regulatory requirements relating 
to energy efficiency. The SEEMP addresses 
technically viable options that create value-added 
strategies to reduce our energy footprint and works 
to implement the amendments to MARPOL Ann ex 
VI - Regulations for the prevention of air pollution 
from ships, specifically chapter 4 to Annex VI on 
Regulations on energy efficiency for the Energy 
Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) for new ships, and 
the SEEMP for all ships. The Company’s plan follows 
the recommendations outlined within IMO Circular 
MEPC.213 (63).

Also, according to IMO Resolution MEPC.282 (70) 
“2016 Guidelines for the development of a SEEMP”, 
as amended by MEPC.70/18/Add.1/Corr.1 we monitor 
fuel oil consumption, including all fuel oil consumed 
by the main engines, auxiliary engines, gas turbines, 
boilers, and inert gas generator, for each type of 
fuel oil consumed, regardless of whether a ship is 
underway or not. The SEEMP also describes the 
required methodology.

Data relating to the reduction in energy 
consumption is not available as the management 
of our vessels by UOT commenced in 2020.

We have implemented a policy that targets the 
efficient operation and maintenance of main and 
auxiliary machinery, energy consumers, etc., as per 
makers’ instructions and the vessel Performance 
Monitoring System (PMS). The monitoring of main 
and auxiliary engines and boiler performance will 
result in the optimization of vessels’ performance 
in order to avoid excess Fuel consumption while 
staying within the parameters of the Charter Party 
requirements for speed and Estimated Time of 
Arrival at ports.

We will use our Performance Monitoring System 
to collect data, monitor our vessels’ consumption, 
and calculate an energy baseline. The energy 
baseline is the reference point derived from 
reviewing our fleet’s energy consumption. The 
energy performance of our vessels will then be 
evaluated against the energy baseline.

For the calculation of the energy baseline and 
Fleet Performance, the following parameters will 
be considered:

Fuel Consumption  
(speed, ship/engine design 
optimization)

Time spent off-hire, at 
anchorage, port delays, 
repairs, or other idle 
conditions.

Length of voyages

Cargo quantity

Ballast legs

EMISSIONS
The shipping industry has achieved significant 
improvements in energy efficiency, mainly through 
enhancements in the efficiency of marine engines 
and propulsion systems and improved hull design. 
Larger ships and more rational utilization of vessels 
have also contributed to reducing the amount of 
energy needed to transport a given unit of cargo. 
Air emissions, such as CO2, SOx, HxCx, NOx, PM, 
etc., contribute to global warming, acid rain, rising 
levels of ground ozone affecting ecosystems and 
human health. The reduced fuel sulfur standard of 
0.1 % fuel sulfur (1,000 ppm) is expected to reduce 
PM and SOx emissions by more than 85% from 
today’s levels.

CO2 EMISSIONS
We are committed to reducing our CO2 emissions 
by employing the latest technology to monitor 
our fleet’s performance and consumption profile 
and by taking measures to optimize performance 
and quantify the savings achieved. Reduction of 
emissions can be achieved through optimized 
engine operations, running the vessels at eco 
speed, and by improving the engines’ efficiency 
through preventive maintenance policy.

We are fully compliant with the EU MRV (EU 
regulation 2015/757) and IMO DCS (IMO MEPC 
278(70)) regulations. We have established a 
data collection process whereby information is 
collected from each vessel and integrated into 
our ERP platform to ensure accurate monitoring, 
analysis, reporting, and verification. 

SOX EMISSIONS
The amount of sulfur oxides emitted to the 
atmosphere is almost directly proportional to the 
amount of sulfur in the fuel (% m/m) burnt and the 
total amount of fuel used in vessel engines.

NOX EMISSIONS
The amount of nitrogen oxides emitted to the 
atmosphere is almost directly proportional to the 
amount of fuel burnt, which is directly related 
to the main engine’s average power, the diesel 
generator’s average power, and the certified NOx 
emissions per kWh of main engine and diesel 
generators for corresponding power/RPM.

41.80

Fleet NOx emissions (MT) 2020

Fleet CO2 emissions (MT) 2020

Fleet SOx emissions (MT) 2020

2,137.74

67.38

Fleet Emissions 2020

2020 Fleet Average Fuel 
consumption = 32.7 MT per day.



5.2
Effluents & waste management
Our fleet complies with MARPOL Annex V (as 
described on the IMO website www.imo.org),  
which “seeks to eliminate and reduce the amount 
of garbage discharged into the sea from ships. 
MARPOL Annex V generally prohibits the discharge  
of all garbage into the sea, except as provided 
otherwise in regulations 4, 5, and 6 of the Annex, 
which are related to food waste, cargo residues, 
cleaning agents and additives, and animal carcasses. 
Under MARPOL Annex V, garbage includes all kinds  
of food, domestic and operational waste, all plastics,  
cargo residues, incinerator ashes, cooking oil, 

fishing gear, and animal carcasses generated 
during the normal operation of the ship and liable 
to be disposed of continuously or periodically”. 

Respecting all applicable regulations and being 
aware of the impacts of our waste production,  
we have developed and implemented a Waste 
Management System for the correct treatment of all 
waste types. All waste on board is properly collected 
and disposed of at ports for further treatment.

We are currently examining the technical 
requirements relevant to the installation of filtration 
systems on our vessels to produce potable water 
from seawater. If implemented, these systems will 
significantly reduce the use of plastic bottles and 
freshwater supply costs.

Independent of local, regional or international 
requirements, any kind of spill must be immediately 
reported as indicated in the Incident Investigation 
procedure as prescribed in the Company’s 
Management System. 

A. Plastic (m3)

B1. Food Waste (m3)

B2. Ground Food Waste (m3)

C. Domestic Wastes (m3)

D. Cooking Oil (m3)

E. Incinerator (m3)

F. Operational Waste (m3)

I. Electronic Waste (m3)

33.3

11.1

7.02

1.48

0.33

1.1

0.62

23.9

Indicative waste production of one of our vessels in 2020

0 spills

5.3.1
Recycling 
Our employees are encouraged to contribute to 
improving our environmental performance and 
support corporate efforts to tackle issues such 
as waste. We have developed environmental 
practices and actions to handle and reduce our 
offices’ waste impact by establishing designated 
waste stations. Centralized waste and recycling 

bins are available in our offices to dispose of 
recyclable materials separately. Additionally, our 
used batteries are collected by an ISO accredited 
and governmentally acknowledged NGO that 
collects, sorts, and recycles batteries according to 
the relevant European regulations.

5.3
Office environmental 
management

 Efficiently using energy, water, 
and other resources

Protecting occupant health 
and improving employee 
productivity

Reducing waste, pollution, and 
environmental degradation

 
 
 

Our head office is situated in an eco-friendly building,  
which reduces our overall impact on the environment by:



5.3.2
Going Paperless
We encourage and promote a paperless policy, 
where the majority of our operations are performed 
electronically in an effort to reduce waste and 
cut costs. We promote the use of shareable file 
formats, digital software, and electronic filing 
while encouraging our employees to avoid printing 
when it is not considered necessary. 

In 2020 we began to implement a paperless 
transformation on a pilot basis. Our accounting 
department, in particular, which due to the nature 
of its operations, is responsible for the majority of 
the Company’s paper consumption, has embraced 
this digital transformation and from 2021 onwards, 
will maintain electronic files and eliminate printing 
in connection with the processes of invoice 
registration and payments. 

This transformation has resulted in environmental 
benefits and allows for accessibility, collaboration, 
and efficiency within our organization. Digital 
documents not only reduce office storage space but 
also provide easy access to data from any location. 
This has been especially helpful during 2020 with 
staff working from home. Printed documents can 
be lost, destroyed, or stolen, but that’s much less 

likely with digital information. With the usage of 
tools like data backups and encryption, there’s 
a much lower risk of an information disaster in a 
paperless office environment.

In 2020 we implemented the use of a unified 
communications application as a workplace tool,  
combining both internal and external communication 
in the form of instant messaging, voice, video  
call, desktop sharing, and conferencing on any   
device. Thereby effectively supporting dispersed 
employees and office personnel to stay connected,  
encourage continued interaction, and make everyday 
work easier. This system enables employees to 
significantly cut down on printed notes, memos, 
newsletters, and documents.

Also, in 2020 we made a significant investment 
in secure software, training, and testing of an 
efficient integrated ERP system. Along with cost 
savings and paper waste reduction, the benefits 
of this automated document management system 
include increased security, easy searchability, and 
instant on-demand access to electronically filed 
documents for authorized personnel.

5.3.3
Energy conservation
We have set a goal to reduce the energy 
consumption of our offices in 2021 by 10%. We 
expect to achieve this by promoting sustainability 
and raising awareness among employees. Changing 
daily habits, such as the use of low impact high-
speed hand dryers, turning on the energy-saving 
features on all appliances, turning off electronic 
equipment when not in use, and reducing print 
waste will help to conserve energy, reduce waste 
and save on energy costs. In addition, we use 
energy-saving bulbs and motion sensors where 
our office lights turn off after a period of inactivity. 
Maintaining an optimal temperature range that 
is comfortable and suitable to the workplace will 
significantly reduce energy consumption in the 
office. This can be achieved by ensuring there is 
adequate airflow and making sure windows and 
doors are closed when the heating and/or air 
conditioning unit is in use. 

Reduce the  
energy consumption
of our offices in 
2021 by 10%.

5.4
Protecting biodiversity  
and marine life
A variety of government and private entities subject 
our vessels to both scheduled and unscheduled 
rigorous inspections. These entities include 
the local port authorities (applicable national 
authorities such as the Ports State Controls (PSC) 
or United States Coast Guard (USCG), harbor 
master or equivalent), classification societies, 
flag state administrations, and particularly the 
charterers through the SIRE inspection regime 
and terminal inspections. Increasing environmental 
concerns have created a demand for vessels that 
conform to stricter environmental standards. 
We maintain operating standards for all of our 
vessels that emphasize operational safety, quality 
maintenance, continuous training of our officers and 
crews, and compliance with U.S. and international 
regulations. We believe that the operation of our 
vessels is in substantial compliance with applicable 
environmental laws and regulations and that 
our vessels have all material permits, licenses, 
certificates, or other authorizations necessary for 
the conduct of our operations.

Activities that impact the environment have been 
identified and evaluated as environmental aspects 
that have, or can have, a significant impact on 
the environment through the “Environmental 
Aspects Assessment Matrix.” All aspects have 
been brought under control by establishing one or 
more of the following controls prescribed in the 
relevant ISO clauses: responsible person, training 
plan or procedure, checklist, and/or maintenance 
schedule. The level of control is appropriate to the 
nature and risk of the significant aspect. All relevant 
procedures are included in various sections of our 
Management System.

Compliance with National and 
International Applicable Regulations
Performance complies with the following regulations:

INTERNATIONAL MARITIME ORGANIZATION
The International Maritime Organization (IMO), the 
United Nations agency for maritime safety and the 
prevention of pollution by vessels, has adopted 
the International Convention for the Prevention 
of Pollution from Ships, 1973, as modified by the 
Protocol of 1978 relating thereto, collectively 
referred to as MARPOL 73/78 (MARPOL), the 
International Convention for the Safety of Life 

at Sea of 1974 (SOLAS Convention), and the 
International Convention on Load Lines of 1966 (LL 
Convention). MARPOL establishes environmental 
standards relating to oil leakage or spilling, 
garbage management, sewage, air emissions, 
handling and disposal of noxious liquids, and the 
handling of harmful substances in packaged forms. 
MARPOL is applicable to drybulk, tanker, and LNG 
carriers, among other vessels, and is broken into 
six Annexes, each of which regulates a different 
source of pollution. Annex I relates to oil leakage 
or spilling; Annexes II and III relate to harmful 
substances carried in bulk in liquid or in packaged 
form, respectively; Annexes IV and V relate to 
sewage and garbage management, respectively; 
and Annex VI, lastly, relates to air emissions. 
Annex VI was separately adopted by the IMO in 
September of 1997; new emissions standards, 
titled IMO-2020, took effect on January 1, 2020. 

U.S. CLEAN AIR ACT
The U.S. Clean Air Act of 1970 (CAA), and its 
amendments of 1977 and 1990, requires the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to 
promulgate standards applicable to emissions 
of volatile organic compounds and other air 
contaminants. Our vessels are subject to vapor 
control and recovery requirements for certain 
cargoes when loading, unloading, ballasting, 
cleaning, and conducting other operations in 
regulated port areas. The CAA also requires 
states to draft State Implementation Plans (SIPs), 
designed to attain national health-based air quality 
standards in each state. Although state-specific, 
SIPs may include regulations concerning emissions 
resulting from vessel loading and unloading 
operations by requiring the installation of vapor 
control equipment. Our vessels operating in such 
regulated port areas with restricted cargoes are 
equipped with vapor recovery systems that satisfy 
these existing requirements.

In 2020 we were fully 
compliant with the above 
standards, and no violations 
were reported.



VESSEL GENERAL PERMIT (VGP)
VGP authorizes discharges incidental to the 
normal operation of vessels. All our vessels comply 
with the provisions of the Clean Water Act (CWA) 
and therefore are eligible for permit coverage of 
a number of discharges. Although the 2013 VGP 
program and U.S. National Invasive Species Act 
(NISA) are currently in effect to regulate ballast 
discharge, exchange, and installation, the Vessel 
Incidental Discharge Act or VIDA, which was signed 
into law on December 4, 2018, requires that the 
EPA develop national standards of performance 
for approximately 30 discharges, similar to those 
found in the VGP within two years. Under VIDA, all 
provisions of the 2013 VGP and USCG regulations 
regarding ballast water treatment remain in force 
and effect until the EPA and U.S. Coast Guard 
regulations are finalized.

WATER BALLAST TREATMENT SYSTEMS
Ballast water may pose a serious ecological, 
economic and public health impact on the 
environment due to the multitude of marine 
species carried in it.

Ballast water contains a variety of organisms, such 
as marine and coastal plants and animals from 

different regions of the world. If taken up in one 
place and released in another, some organisms 
may survive and prosper in their new environment. 
These species include bacteria, microbes, small 
invertebrates, eggs, cysts, and larvae of various 
species. The transferred species may survive 
and establish a reproductive population in the 
host environment, becoming invasive, out-
competing native species, and multiplying into 
pest proportions. To cope with the problem 
of invasive species from ballast water, the IMO 
adopted the International Convention for the 
Control and Management of Ships’ Ballast Water 
and Sediments (BWM Convention) in 2004. The 
IMO guidelines specify the maximum amount of 
viable organisms allowed to be discharged from 
the vessel’s ballast water. The BWM Convention 
entered into force in September 2017.

As of the date of this Report, 20% of our fleet 
is fitted with Ballast Water Treatment Systems 
(BWTSs) and we have scheduled to have 100% of 
the fleet fitted by the middle of 2022. Our planned 
expenditure for the purchase and installation of 
BWTS’s for the remainder of our current fleet is 
approximately $4 million.

2021 2022

3 1

Our BWTS Installation schedule:

of our fleet is fitted with BWTS20%

EU SHIP RECYCLING REGULATION
The EU Ship Recycling Regulation came into force 
on December 31, 2020, and affects any in-service 
ship of 500 GT or over, calling at any EU port or 
anchorage.

The regulation relates to vessel recycling activities 
and requires the identification of hazardous 
materials on board and their monitoring through 
a structured system of Inventory of Hazardous 
Materials (IHM). A comprehensively compiled IHM 
assists in risk minimization as well as enhances the 
safety of our seafarers by identifying, recording 
and controlling hazardous materials on board, in 
line with existing and forthcoming legislation.

(304-2III) SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANTS
Subject to national or local regulations, according 
to Regulation 11 of Annex IV of MARPOL, the 
discharge of sewage into the sea is generally 
prohibited except as provided otherwise in certain 
regulations of MARPOL’s Annex or if the ship has 
an approved sewage treatment plant satisfying 
the requirements of the IMO or Flag State 
requirements regarding effluent standards.

All our vessels are equipped with sewage treatment 
plants. When required by local regulations at certain 
ports, a sewage treatment plant effluent analysis is 
performed at an approved shore laboratory. Every 
step from the sampling of the sewage effluent and 
its handling until its delivery for analysis follows the 
analyzing laboratories’ instructions. 

If the effluent analysis results indicate a significant 
deviation from the manufacturer’s standards, the 
system shall be serviced as soon as possible and 
restored to its original treatment performance. 
In an effort to ensure that the sewage treatment 
units have been operated and maintained as per 
manufacturer’s requirements the Company has 
incorporated inspections of the Marine Sanitation 
Device into the plan maintenance system as a dry 
dock item.

BIODEGRADABLE LUBRICANTS AND 
REFRIGERANTS
We use biodegradable lubricating oils and greases 
on all the machineries and systems of our fleet 
that are exposed on deck or that their failure may 
lead to a spill of lubricants in the sea, regardless of 
the vessels’ destination.

Despite the fact that currently there is no regulation 
that makes the use of eco-friendly refrigerants on 
board compulsory, we already use them across 
our fleet.

ANTI-FOULING SYSTEMS
In 2001, the IMO adopted the International 
Convention on the Control of Harmful Anti-
fouling Systems on Ships, which prohibits the 
use of organotin compound coatings to prevent 
the attachment of mollusks and other sea life to 
the hulls of vessels. Vessels of over 400 gross 
tons engaged in international voyages will also be 
required to undergo an initial survey before the 
vessel is put into service, or before an International 
Anti-fouling System Certificate is issued for the 
first time and subsequent surveys when the anti-
fouling systems are altered or replaced. 

RIGHT WHALE PROTECTION PROCEDURES
We have established and enforced comprehensive 
procedures designed to improve our seafarer’s 
awareness about averting ship collisions with the 
endangered North Atlantic right whale (Eubalaena 
glacialis). The procedure covers compliance with the 
requirements of IMO Resolution A.858 (20) and IMO 
Resolution A.648 (16) on all managed vessels that 
operate under our Document of Compliance (DOC).

We have taken all  
necessary actions  
in order to be compliant  
with Hazardous Material  
regulation as of  
December 31, 2020.

All of our vessels have 
obtained Anti-fouling  
System Certificates in 
accordance with the  
Anti-fouling Convention.



SPECIAL AREAS
In Annex I Prevention of pollution by oil, Annex  
II Control of pollution by noxious liquid substances, 
Annex IV Prevention of pollution by sewage from 
ships and Annex V Prevention of pollution by 
garbage from ships, MARPOL defines certain sea 
areas as “special areas” in which, for technical reasons 
relating to their oceanographical and ecological 
condition and to their sea traffic, the adoption of 
special mandatory methods for the prevention of 
sea pollution is required. Under the Convention, 
these special areas are provided with a higher level 
of protection than other areas of the sea.

Annex VI Regulations for the Prevention of Air 
Pollution from Ships establishes certain sulfur 
oxide (SOx) Emission Control Areas with more 
stringent controls on sulfur emissions and nitrogen 
oxides (NOx) Emission Control Areas for Tier III 
NOx emission standards.

PARTICULARLY SENSITIVE SEA AREAS (PSSA)
These are areas that need special protection 
through action by IMO because of its significance 

for recognized ecological or socio-economic or 
scientific reasons, and which may be vulnerable to 
damage by international maritime activities. The 
criteria for the identification of particularly sensitive 
sea areas, and the criteria for the designation of 
special areas are not mutually exclusive.

In many cases, a PSSA may be identified within 
a Special Area and vice versa. When an area is 
approved as a PSSA, specific measures shall be 
used to control the maritime activities in that 
area. The most common protective measures 
utilized in PSSAs are ship routing, ship reporting, 
and areas to be avoided by all ships or by certain 
classes of ships. Other protective measures 
include anchorage prohibitions, traffic separation 
schemes, and recommendations for pilotage.

Each PSSA has its own particular protection 
regime, so specific Associated Protective Measures 
(APMs) are introduced for each. These APMs might  
consist of areas to be avoided, compulsory ship 
routing, ship reporting, or recommendations on 
how shipping should pass through an area.

5.5
Environmental compliance
Both seafarers and shore-based employees 
are accountable for achieving and maintaining 
compliance with our Management System and 
other applicable marine environmental protection 
requirements. Failure to notify the DPA of any 
violation of the Company’s policies/ procedures 
or environmental protection requirements is 
grounds for dismissal. Zero environmental related 
fines, irrespectively of their monetary value, 

is one of our essential KPIs. For the reporting 
period, there were no environmental fines or non-
monetary sanctions.

As an ethical and responsible company, we pay 
special attention to compliance matters regarding 
environmental concerns. Some of the most crucial 
regulations which every shipping company is 
required to comply with are the following:

REGULATION OBJECTIVE RESPONSE

EU Monitoring, Reporting  
and Verification (MRV)

Collection and reporting of 
CO2 emissions data for ships > 
5.000GT

We are in full compliance  
- We have established a standardized 
and structured process to ensure 
completeness, consistency and 
accuracy in our emissions monitoring 
and reporting process.

IMO Ballast Water 
Management Convention

Sets the standards for  
the management of ballast 
water for the spread prevention 
of harmful marine species

Ballast Water Treatment System has 
been installed on 20% of our fleet and 
we aim to have all our vessels fitted 
by the first half of 2022

IMO Data Collection System 
(DCS)

Requires the collection of fuel 
consumption data for ships 
≥5.000GT as part of the SEEMP

We are in full compliance - we use  
an integrated ERP platform to collect, 
monitor and report vessels’ data

IMO Sulphur 2020 Cutting sulfur oxide emissions  We are in full compliance 

We are also committed to providing data to 
our Lenders, in accordance with the Poseidon 
Principles’ requirements to which our lender is 
committed as a signatory bank. 

The Poseidon Principles is a financial industry 
framework, published on 18 June 2019, for 
assessing and disclosing the climate alignment of 
ship finance portfolios.

The Poseidon Principles are consistent with the 
policies and ambitions of the IMO to reduce 
shipping’s total annual greenhouse gas emissions 
by at least 50% by 2050. 

As of the date of this report, 22 banks support 
this initiative as signatories, jointly representing 
approximately $165 billion in shipping finance. 

The main pillars of this initiative are:

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In connection with these requirements, in 2020 we 
submitted to our lender information relevant to 
the fuel oil consumption of our vessels that were 
mortgaged to them during the year 2019. 

Principle 1: Assessment of climate alignment
Annual measurement of carbon intensity 
and assessment of climate alignment of the 
shipping portfolio
Principle 2: Accountability
Signatories rely on classification societies or 
other IMO-recognized organizations for the 
provision of unbiased information 
Principle 3: Enforcement
Implementation of standardized covenant 
clauses to ensure access to data
Principle 4: Transparency  
Portfolio climate alignment scores will be 
published on an annual basis.



How we work6

The following section presents our approach towards our most important asset, our people.  
It describes our health and safety policies and performance, as well as employment, diversity, and human  
rights practices. 

The COVID-19 pandemic and measures to contain its spread has impacted the way we operate our business. 
We have taken all the necessary precautions, to keep our personnel safe, such as requiring employees to 
work remotely and imposing travel restrictions. 

We promote a sustainable and efficient work 
environment for our people and offer them equal 
opportunities to grow. We take great pride in 
fostering the health and safety of our personnel, 
both on shore and at sea, while keeping up with 
the maritime sector’s latest human resources 
practices, trends, and developments. All of our 
employees are responsible for upholding our high 
ethical standards and complying with all relevant 
laws and regulations.

At Performance, we do not tolerate discrimination 
against any person on the basis of sex, race, color, 

religion, trade union membership, age, ethnic or 
national origin, gender, sexual orientation, marital 
status, disability, pregnancy or maternity, or any 

other basis prohibited by law in recruiting, hiring, 
placement, promotion, compensation, or any other 
condition of employment. Furthermore, we strictly 
prohibit any form of harassment in the workplace. 

We have established policies against all forms of 
discrimination, harassment, and bullying whereby 
all complaints reported are properly investigated. 

6.1
Our people

During the year ended 
December 31, 2020, there  
were no reported incidents  
of bullying, harassment,  
or discrimination.

6.1.1
Shore-Based Employees

EMPLOYEE CHANGE TREND

FY2020 TURNOVER FY2020 NEW HIRES

96% of our shore-based employees are employed 
on a permanent basis. The Company follows all 
national laws and regulations, and personnel’s 
agreements terms are above the minimum national 
standards. 

The following tables represent the number 
of shore-based employees employed by our 
 in-house manager, UOT, as of December 31, 2020 

96%

4%

SHORE-BASED EMPLOYEES  
BY REGION AS OF  
DECEMBER 31, 2020

PERSONNEL BY GENDER  
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2020

MALE

GREECE

FEMALE

USA

Three colleagues received maternity/paternity leave during the reported period according to local legislation.

64%

36%

16

9 6

3

7



Our employees’ health and wellbeing are  
paramount to our success. As such, management 
has taken a dedicated approach to keep up to 
date with the ongoing pandemic, including local 
outbreaks and evolving restrictions, to keep our 
workforce well informed regarding developments 
and implementing measures to protect our 
employees.

OFFICE EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN 
At the start of the global pandemic, we developed 
an Office Emergency Response Plan to prioritize 
the safety and wellbeing of our employees 
and maintain a safe working environment. This 
proactive Response Plan helped identify risk levels 

in the workplace setting and determined control 
measures that were immediately implemented to 
equip staff with necessary guidelines to reduce the 
impact of the COVID-19 outbreak conditions in the 
office environment. The guidelines include, but are 
not limited to, the following protective measures:

•  Symptom Screening
•  Social distancing measures
•  Hygiene guidelines
•  PPE
•  Testing and quarantine

Occupational Health & Safety

SHORE BASED EMPLOYEES 
BY EMPLOYMENT TYPE 
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2020

SHORE-BASED EMPLOYEES 
BY AGE GROUP  
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2020

13

7

2

1
1

1

80%

12%

8%

FULL - TIME

PART-TIME (FIXED OR INDEFINITE 
CONTRACT)

CONTRACTORS

30-50 YEARS OLD

4%

12

3 1

9

84%

12%

UNDER 30 YEARS OLD

OVER 50 YEARS OLD

Employees who attend the workplace maintain 
social distancing and all office areas are equipped 
with hand sanitizers, surgical gloves, and masks.  
The Company also provides office going employee’s 
compensation for SARS-CoV-2 testing in the 
following scenarios:

•  Employees who show signs or symptoms of 
COVID-19.

•  Employees with known or suspected exposure 
to the virus.

•  Employees who are returning from travel.

All medical information regarding health checks 
and testing is gathered for public health purposes  
with prior consent. Data is treated with 
confidentiality and stored with reliable security 
safeguards in place.

WORK FROM HOME (WFH) POLICY
In addition to the rapid implementation of our 
Response Plan, we also put into effect a Work 
from Home (WFH) policy as a response to the 
Government’s lockdown directive and to protect 
our people. This WFH policy remains in effect 
for employees who are able to work from home 
effectively. All employees on WFH must abide by 
existing company policies. The purpose of the WFH 
policy is to introduce new measures to support our 
operational continuity by putting health and safety 
first and to implement government measures as 

speedily and effectively as possible. It intends 
to sustain the hiring and retention of our highly 
qualified workforce by enhancing work-life balance 
by allowing employees to work at home, on the 
road, or in a satellite location that is not a traditional 
office. We consider this a viable, flexible work option 
when both the employee and the job are suited 
to such an arrangement and where responsibility, 
communication, and commitment are a priority. 
Remote work allows employees to achieve a better 
work-life balance, reduce the environmental impact 
associated with commuting, decrease office waste, 
and reduce energy and resource consumption. 

PROMOTION OF EMPLOYEE WELLNESS
Our employees are our greatest asset and our 
number one priority. We offer our shore-based 
employees the following benefits:

•  Healthcare benefits   
•  Insurance protection (e.g., life and disability)  
•  Further training and education opportunities 
•  Other benefits

In 2021 we aim to  
encourage participation  
in wellness initiatives.



Employee training and skills development is a 
prerequisite for our sustainable development. The 
aim is to excel in a working environment where 
everybody can perform at their full capacity and 
develop professionally.

We foster an environment where personal growth 
and career development is encouraged. This is 
achieved through external courses and seminars as 
well as through in-house training. Once employees’ 
training needs have been assessed, the Company 
identifies the right training course for each 
employee. We have a training chart in place to 
track training, competency, and skills development 
throughout the year. This ensures that we are 
supported by competent staff committed to the 
highest operation standard.

Following the emergence of COVID-19, employees 
received training through mobile applications, 
virtual reality, computer-based learning, and online 
instructor-led training.

Over the course of 2020, our shore-based employees 
completed a total of 243 hours of training, i.e., an  
average of 11 hours per employee participating in 
training. 

Training & Education
Employee performance is measured through an 
annual evaluation where all full-time shore-based 
employees’ training needs and developmental 
opportunities are identified. Continuous training 
empowers employees by investing in their 
personal growth and career development. These 
annual evaluations play an essential part in 
enhancing job satisfaction, promoting employee 
engagement, and identifying long term growth 
potential. The procedure helps us evaluate 
compensation, recommend promotions, assess 
employee development, identify goals and 
training requirements, and set annual individual 
and departmental targets, along with dates for 
completion. At Performance, we realize that 
rewarding our employees drives performance 
and helps us attract and retain top talent. For this 
reason, compensation and benefits are reviewed 
periodically for market competitiveness.

Evaluations

All full-time, shore-based 
employees received an annual 
appraisal based on their 
performance during 2020.

Our crews consist only of male Filipino officers 
and seafarers who are solely employed (100%) 
under the POEA (Philippine Overseas Employment 
Administration) Standard Terms and Conditions 
Governing the Overseas Employment of Filipino 
Seafarers On-Board Ocean-Going Ships. The 
POEA monitors overseas recruitment and manning  
agencies in the Philippines, ensuring that seafarers’  
labor and human rights are protected. Our Filipino  
officers and seafarers are referred to us by 
independent manning agencies. The manning 
agencies handle each seafarer’s training and 
payroll. We ensure that all our seamen have the 
qualifications and licenses required to comply 
with international regulations and shipping 
conventions. Additionally, our seafarers perform 
most commissioning work and supervisory work 
at shipyards and dry-dock facilities.  

The number of seafarers onboard our vessels 
exceed the minimum safe manning requirements 
and varies according to each vessel’s needs and 
the safety/accommodation capacity to allow for 
the performance of routine maintenance. 

The following table represents, by age group, the 
number of seafaring personnel employed by our 
vessel-owning subsidiaries as of December 31, 2020.

6.1.2
Seafarers

31%

54%

15%
40

68

19

SEAFARERS BY AGE GROUP 
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2020

UNDER 30 YEARS OLD

Total seafarers: 127

30-50 YEARS OLD

OVER 50 YEARS OLD

On average, 24 seafarers are 
on board each of our vessels.

Our goal is to also employ 
female personnel on-board  
our fleet within 2021.

As mentioned above, the POEA monitors Filipino 
recruitment overseas, ensuring that the seafarers’ 
labor and human rights are protected. Moreover, 
we pursue job creation locally, aiming to recruit 
and retain our personnel through the excellent 
working conditions we aspire to provide to them.

Therefore, principles such as respect for human 
rights, equality, and fair labor are embedded into 
our policies.

One of our targets is to employ the best available 
personnel, ensuring that their wages are above 
national and international standards, such as the 
International Labour Organization’s (ILO) minimum 
standards, providing competitive salaries in the 
Philippine market. We remunerate our officers 
approximately twice the minimum of ILO by 197%, 
and our lower rank seafarers by 63%.

Employment issues



In March 2020 we set out a formal plan with 
Company guidelines on managing COVID-19 cases 
and outbreaks on board our vessels.  The plan 
includes specific guidance on:

•  the locations where suspected cases should be 
isolated until disembarkation and transfer to a 
healthcare facility;

•  the clinical management of suspected cases 
while they remain on board;

•  cleaning and disinfection procedures for 
potentially contaminated areas, including the 
isolation cabins or areas;

•  management of the suspected cases’ close 
contacts;

Several health alerts have been and continue to be 
circulated to the fleet, providing guidance on issues 
related to COVID-19 based on clinical studies by 
the CDC and WHO. The World Health Organization 
(WHO) “Handbook for the management of public 
health events onboard ships” became part of the 
vessel’s library.

All of our vessels are equipped with rapid antigen 
test kits, hand sanitizers and cleaning and 
disinfection chemical products as well as suitable 
protective equipment such as masks, surgical gloves 
and non-contact temperature assessment devices. 
Additionally, duct air treatment has been installed 
in all vessels’ air conditioning systems in order to 
effectively remove bacterial breeding grounds, 
disinfect impurities in the air conditioning systems, 
and improve the indoor air quality for the crew.

Measures against COVID-19 in a number of countries 
have restricted crew rotations on our vessels, 
which may continue or become more severe. As a 
result, in 2020, delays in crew rotations have led to 
issues with crew fatigue, poor mental health, and 
stress. We consider our seafarers mental health 
and well-being to be our top priority and have 
provided information on detecting and preventing 
mental health problems on-board by requesting 
crew members to participate and comment on the 
campaign, and complete questionnaires. 

We have also introduced a detailed Crew Exchange 
Protocol, which sets out measures and guidelines 
to be implemented by the new joiners and the 
manning agent, so far as practicable, to facilitate 
safe crew changes during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Occupational Health & Safety
With the challenges of 2020, we successfully took 
delivery of three new vessels during the course 
of the year with limited in-person presence by 
leveraging tools such as audio-visual equipment in 
real-time. This increased efficiency, reduced travel 
costs, and continued to protect our employees.

Health and Safety (H&S) issues are considered vital 
at Performance and directly impact employees’ 
satisfaction, wellbeing, quality of work, and 
corporate culture. We act proactively to ensure a 
healthy and safe work environment for mental and 
physical health promotion according to imposed 
legislation and respective good practices.

The Company’s HSQE and Crew departments keep 
records of crew injuries, occupational diseases, 
lost days, absenteeism and the number of work-
related fatalities. 

The HSQE department is responsible for securing 
safe working conditions for the vessels’ crew. 
Seafarers are always requested to undergo 
medical examinations before their embarkation 
and to provide the relevant medical certificate to 
the Crew department. This data is analyzed in the 
quarterly Management Review and Environmental 
Committee Meeting and involves measuring and 
assessing the abovementioned departments’ KPIs 
(Key Performance Indicators).

Zero incidents have occurred 
within the reporting period, 
either related to injuries or 
illnesses of any kind. 

Within 2021 we aim to achieve 
ISO 45001 certification which 
will strengthen our position 
towards employee safety and 
the achievement of better and 
safer working conditions.  

ESTABLISHED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AND 
APPLICABLE INDUSTRY CODES AND GUIDES
Our commitment to Occupational Health and 
Safety is clearly described in the Company’s 
Mission as follows:

•  To provide safe and environmentally responsible 
seaborne transportation of oil around the world.

•  Through continuous improvement we aim to 
reach our objectives, which are:

•  no accidents;
•  no harm to people;
•  no damage to the environment;
•  efficient energy performance;
•  cost-effective seaborne transportation 

services and
•  to satisfy, and where possible to exceed our 

clients’ needs and expectations.

A more thorough analysis of the scope and means 
is given in the Company’s HSQE policy. Our 
Management System adheres to the principles 
of safe management.  This course of action must 
satisfy the International Safety Management (ISM) 
Code requirements for all shipboard operations

Our Management System includes a Health & 
Safety section which describes and identifies 
personnel’s responsibilities, onboard vessels and 
ashore, that manage healthy, safe, and pollution-
free operations. The Designated Person Ashore 
(DPA) is responsible for verifying and monitoring 
all occupational health, safety, and pollution 
prevention activities in the operation of each 
Company-managed vessel certified under the 
applicable DOC.

The Company’s Management System is an integrated 
Management System which includes and, in many 
cases, exceeds the requirements of the Occupational 
Health and Safety (OH&S) Management System, 
ISO 45001 international standard that provides a 
framework for an organization to manage risks, and 
opportunities to help prevent work-related injury 
and ill health to workers.

The Management System includes elements that 
enable our organization to identify OH&S hazards, 
risks and opportunities to proactively manage and 
support worker wellness/ well-being. 

Our Management System requires the organization’s 
management to:

•  Integrate responsibility for Health & Safety 
issues as part of the organization’s overall plan.

•  Demonstrate engagement with employees (and 

where they exist employees’ representatives)  
to create our organizational culture that  
encourages the active participation of workers 
in the Management System.

•  Ensure the OH&S Management System is 
integrated into our business processes.

Furthermore, our entire Management System is 
aligned to ensure compliance with mandatory 
industry practices related to Health & Safety 
hazard identification, risk assessment, and the 
corresponding mitigating actions.

INTERNATIONAL SAFETY GUIDE FOR OIL 
TANKERS AND TERMINALS (ISGOTT)
The primary publication for the tanker industry is 
the ISGOTT, which provides operational advice to 
tanker and terminal personnel on the safe carriage 
and handling of crude oil and petroleum products 
on tankers and at terminals. Its importance is 
enhanced by the fact that the Oil Majors require 
companies to include a definitive description 
of how tanker and terminal operations shall be 
conducted in their Management System to meet 
these recommendations.

We have regulated our operations in accordance 
with ISGOTT, provided guidance and examples 
of certain aspects of the tanker and terminal 
operations and how they shall be managed. Effective 
management of risk demands Management 
System processes, controls, and procedures that 
can quickly adapt to change.

At times, alternative procedures may be adopted 
in the management of our operations to further 
enhance safety, and in this case, our Management 
System follows a risk-based management process 
that incorporates systems for identifying and 
assessing the risks and for demonstrating how they 
are safely managed. In all cases, the advice given 
in ISGOTT is subject to any international, national, 
or local regulations that may be applicable and is 
intended only to complement or strengthen those 
requirements. 

All employees are aware of such requirements 
through our Management System and are required 
to dictate full compliance at all times.



TANKER MANAGEMENT AND SELF-
ASSESSMENT BEST PRACTICE GUIDE (TMSA)
Our Management System complies with TMSA 
requirements that mandate the development of a 
proactive approach to safety management, both 
onboard and ashore, that includes identifying 
hazards and implementing preventive and 
mitigation measures.

Our Management System satisfies the TMSA 
prerequisite for effective safety management 
that requires the systematic identification of 
hazards and measures to eliminate or reduce 
risks to the lowest practicable level, sets out the 
requirements for onboard and shore-based risk 
assessment/ hazard exposure management and 
describes the additional measures that should 
be taken to promote an effective safety culture 
and motivate staff to ensure that they understand 
and embrace the requirements of the Safety 
Management System.

Moreover, our Management System is constructed 
to comply with our customers’ additional safety 
requirements as derived from their publication(s). 
The purpose of these documents is to provide 
vessel operators with an understanding of 
the marine environmental, safety, and quality 
assurance expectations of third-party vessels to be 
considered for their affiliate service. In this context, 
‘service’ means carrying an Oil Major affiliate title 
cargo, chartered by Oil Major affiliates, calling at 
Oil Major affiliate facilities, or carrying cargo or 
calling at facilities in which Oil Major affiliates have 
a joint venture interest.

RISK IDENTIFICATION AND ASSESSMENT, 
INCIDENT INVESTIGATION
Our risk assessment includes comprehensive 
procedures that are intended to guide all personnel 
in identifying potential hazards and managing 
operational, environmental, and asset risks, 
including those relating to health and hygiene.

The process is designed to establish appropriate 
workplace controls to identify risks to people, the 
environment, assets, and Company reputation 
and develop appropriate safeguards. The HSQE 
department is responsible for maintaining an 
active library of risk assessments and together 
with the shore-based management team, they 
shall regularly review their validity and ensure that 
they are applied across the fleet.

Risk Assessment is not a solitary process as it  
requires a dynamic assessment of hazards and 
evaluation of risks, so that the appropriate decisions 
can be made as to whether sufficient precautions 

have been taken or whether additional actions 
need to be taken to prevent harm. The objective 
is to minimize accidents and ill health onboard our 
vessels.

Our Shipboard Management Team implements 
various risk management tools and techniques to 
provide a practical and effective balance between 
the amounts of time available in managing risk 
relative to the degree of risk associated with the 
individual task. 

We have established several drills and emergency 
procedures within the Management System 
intended to address all anticipated emergencies. 

Our Management System provides a guide to shore-
based and seafaring personnel on the reporting of 
near misses and applies to all Company managed 
or operated vessels that are certified under the 
Company’s DoC. All employees are required to 
actively report near misses. The Master, as well 
as shore-based management, are responsible 
for encouraging seafarers to report near misses 
without fear of retribution and guaranteeing that 
they are acted upon to prevent a near miss from 
becoming an accident. 

The Company’s Stop Work Authority Program 
(SWA) mandates shore and shipboard employees 
and contractors to suspend individual tasks or 
group operations when the control of Health, 
Safety or Environmental (HSE) risk is not clearly 
recognized or understood or equipment service 
is compromised.

Toolbox Meetings / 
Toolbox Talks.

 Checklists & Procedures.

The following techniques 
are utilized:

Task Risk Assessment.



Accountability for non-compliance will follow 
established Company procedures or contract 
requirements. 

Such incidents should be reported through our 
Open Reporting Procedure, which complements 
the current Quality, Safety, and Environmental 
Policies by providing a more efficient means for 
seafarers to raise concerns and questions with our 
DPA regarding compliance matters.

The Company encourages such questions and 
requires the reporting of any misconduct, failure to 
comply with the Company’s policies, procedures 
and regulations, issues related to the safety of the 
ship, the crew, and the environment, or violations 
of law. The Company will not retaliate or allow 
retaliation for reports made in good faith.

Incident Investigation and Analysis defines 
procedures used to ensure that incidents and 
hazardous occurrences are investigated and 

analyzed with the objective of improving safety 
and the protection of the environment. This 
procedure applies to all vessels and head office 
and defines the controls and activities required 
to ensure that:

•  Incidents and hazardous occurrences are 
reported and appropriately investigated.

•  Appropriate corrective and preventive action is 
carried out, verified, and analyzed to improve 
safety and protect the environment.

The investigators are carefully selected by the 
Management and the DPA. Employees that have 
obtained the theoretical knowledge on Incident 
Investigation, and have learned the tools and 
techniques associated with seeking the underlying 
root causes of events, must participate in 
investigations.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH SERVICES
We ensure that all managed vessels are adequately 
manned with properly trained, qualified, and 
medically fit seafarers. All seafarers assigned to 
managed vessels have undergone the appropriate 
medical examination and are deemed fit for sea 
service. A pre-employment medical examination 
takes place as per the Company’s Protection and 
Indemnity (P&I) medical package and Maritime 
Labour Convention (MLC) 2006 requirements.

Medical certification is compulsory for all seafarers 
working onboard our vessels, and a valid medical 
certificate by a qualified medical practitioner 
attesting that the seafarer is fit to perform their 
duties, is required before boarding the vessel. 
Medical certificates issued shall be per the ILO/ WHO 
Guidelines for conducting pre-sea and periodic 
medical fitness examinations for seafarers, including 
additional flag administration requirements.

In the event of a seafarer feeling ill onboard, the 
Medical Officer shall immediately administrate 
them and provide first aid as necessary. The Master 
then arranges for the seafarer to visit a doctor if 
required. The Crew Department is responsible for 
handling any need for hospitalization, treatment, 
safe repatriation, coverage of expenses, and 
sickness benefit for the seafarer. All seafarers’ files 
shall be maintained with due regard to their right 
to privacy and the need to protect confidentiality.

PARTICIPATION IN OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH 
AND SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
We provide our seafarers all the appropriate means 
and guidance for their participation, consultation, 
and communication on Occupational Health and 
Safety issues.

No work will resume until all 
stop work issues and concerns 
have been effectively addressed.

All employees, irrespective of 
rank and position, have the 
authority and responsibility to 
stop any task or operation where 
concerns or questions regarding 
the control of HSE exist.

Any form of retribution or 
intimidation directed at any 
team member for exercising 
their authority as outlined in this 
program will not be tolerated.

For the purpose of this 
procedure, both shore and 
shipboard employees will be 
referred to as “Team Members”.

It is the policy of the Company that:
SAFETY COMMITTEE MEETINGS
A committee chaired by the Master with the 
participation of the vessel’s crew with the aim to 
discuss any occupational health, safety or pollution 
prevention related activity onboard the vessel and, 
where necessary, to decide on additional measures 
and precautions. An additional Safety Committee 
Meeting is required during every onboard visit 
by a Company’s Representative, if time permits. 
The Master submits the Safety Committee 
Meeting minutes to the HSQE Department, who is 
responsible for reviewing and following up on any 
outstanding observations, near misses, or incidents.

TOOLBOX MEETING 
Toolbox Meetings and Toolbox Talks are intended 
to identify risks, determine the severity and 
likelihood of any hazard and ensure that such 
risks and/or hazards are mitigated to the fullest 
possible extent before commencing a task. A 
meeting is conducted at the beginning of the 
workday by each department where a Toolbox 
Talk will take place involving each participant with 
an assigned job.

TRAINING ON OCCUPATION HEALTH & SAFETY
We ensure that the development and the training 
of our seafarers meet or exceed the International 
Convention on Standards of Training, Certification 
and Watchkeeping for Seafarers (STCW) 
requirements, as well as those of the Company 
and its customers.

The Company gives importance to the training 
and development of its crew and no seafarer shall 
be employed unless they are trained or certified as 
competent and have successfully completed the 
training for personal safety onboard the vessel.

In addition to STCW requirements, we have a 
training program in place, comprising of both health 
& safety and soft skills developing courses. The 
Manning Agent is responsible for ensuring that no 
seafarer is deployed to a managed vessel without 
having received the statutory and mandatory 
training as specified in our Management System.

STCW courses are rank oriented for both deck and 
engine sea personnel and include the following 
basic health & safety related courses:

Personal Safety & Social 
Responsibilities.

Basic Fire Prevention & Fire Fighting.

Personal Survival Techniques.

Elementary First Aid.

We may require additional training based on the 
seafarer’s evaluation of previous experience, type 
of vessels, position to be appointed, performance 
appraisals, market and industry developments, 
the effectiveness of company training procedures 
and plans, audit & inspections results, corrective 
action, preventive action, regulatory requirements, 
customer requirements, management review, 
training suggestions issued by a supervisor, training 
request issued by an employee, installation of or 

introduction of new equipment or system(s), etc. 
Indicative courses required by the Company are:

•  Behavior-Based Safety Guide for Maritime 
Industry.

•  Safe Navigational Watch & Collision.
•  Hygiene & Food Sanitation.



All sea going personnel are provided with pre-
joining and onboard training in order to familiarize 
themselves with the Company’s Management 
System and vessel functions.

We may, from time to time, place external 
trainers onboard to deliver specific programs  
to cover identified training needs. The Company 
also encourages and supports continuing 
education, offers training in Manila to enhance 
job and management related skills, and provides 
opportunities for all employees to attend these 
conferences and seminars.

These seminars are organized and fully sponsored 
by the Company with the scope to promote, 
emphasize, and enhance the Company’s Safety 
Management System (SMS) to the seafarers 
and contractors, and include as a minimum the 
following topics:

• Company culture, ethics, and values.
• Environmental management.
• New legislation.
• Safety, the human element, and security issues.
•  Specific shipboard procedures e.g., the role of 

the Safety Officer, enclosed space entry, safe 
mooring, and engine room waste management.

• Career development.

PROMOTION OF WORKERS HEALTH
We have entered into a P&I Club cover which 
provides all seafarers with an efficient worldwide 
insurance program, as per Company’s P&I 
medical coverage and MLC 2006 requirements. 
Furthermore, we provide additional health benefits 
to the four senior Officers of every managed vessel 
and their dependents through a health insurance 
policy that we adopted for the benefit of our 
seagoing employees.

We have not been able to implement a voluntary 
health and wellbeing promotion program due to 
restrictions posed by the COVID-19 pandemic. All 
medical examinations are carried out by a duly 
qualified medical practitioner and are treated with 
confidentiality.

PREVENTION AND MITIGATION OF 
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY 
IMPACTS
Our Management System assists us to systematically 
manage the health and safety elements in the work 
environment by providing the necessary tools to:

•  Identify safety risks and hazards.
•  Prevent workplace health and safety incidents.
•  Respond to such incidents.
•  Report and document such incidents.
•  Prevent future incidents from happening. 

The Management System incorporates elements 
from: 

•  The SM Code, a vital component of the SOLAS 
Convention.

•  OHSAS 18001, which complements the Management  
System with policies and objectives, taking into 
account legal requirements and information about 
Occupational Health and Safety risks.

We have a policy to physically inspect our vessels 
by a Technical Superintendent and a Marine 
Superintendent in order to ensure that all the 
international requirements related to the safety of 
our operations are met. We also aim to perform 
additional internal audits of our fleet by our Senior 
Management at least 4 times per year. Our physical 
inspections on board our vessels during 2020 
were limited due to the travel restrictions posed 
by Covid-19 pandemic. 

2020

Port State Control 
deficiencies were 
reported

0

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
We have implemented an Occupational Health 
and Safety Management System which includes 
safety procedures for any non-employees that 
may board our vessels, such as: 

• The pilot(s).
• A class surveyor invited onboard by the Master.
•  A technician/ specialist invited onboard by the 

Master.
•  A cargo surveyor, appointed by Owners/

Charterers (except when requested by 
charterers to sail with the vessel).

• A person from vessel’s agents.
• A person from loading/discharging terminal.
• A person from Port State authorities.
•  A person joining/boarding the vessel under  

a repair/maintenance/training contract.

If any of the above-mentioned visitors remains 
onboard the vessel for more than four (4) hours 
the Master will ensure that the visitor receives the 
necessary elementary familiarization as detailed in 
the Elementary Familiarization Form. 

All visitors must comply with the Company’s 
safety procedures while onboard the vessel. The 
Master has the ultimate authority over visitors on 
the vessel and has the right to remove any visitor 
who fails to comply with safety procedures. The 

number of these visitors, subcontractors, etc., 
cannot be determined as it may vary significantly 
depending on the vessels’ trade.

The Company closely follows industry guidelines 
and regulations for the use of Private Maritime 
Security Companies (PMSC). This includes due 
diligence to identify reliable and professional 
PMSCs in relation to:

•  Company structure and place of registration.
•  Company ownership.
•  Financial position (e.g. annual accounts/bank 

references).
•  The extent of insurance cover (in particular 

covering third-party risks).
•  Senior management experience.
•  Quality management indicators – e.g. ISO 

certification.

The Manning Agent will be audited by the 
Company at least once a year on items such as, 
but not limited to, crew certification, competency 
checks, training, appraisal results, recruitment 
process, and MLC 2006 compliance.

Our Manning Agent is ISO certified, subject to 
annual audit and verification and is duly licensed by 
the POEA primarily to provide trained and qualified 
seafarers of all ranks for ocean-going vessels.



AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2020 

The number and rate of fatalities as a result  
of work-related injury: 0 / 0%

The number and rate of high-consequence  
work-related injuries (excluding fatalities): 0 / 0%

The number and rate of recordable work-related 
injuries: 0 / 0%

The main types of work-related injury: -

The work-related hazards that pose a risk of high-
consequence injury and ill health are monitored by 
the Company through the near misses reporting 
scheme and by submitted Risk Assessments.  

We have to note that none of these hazards have 
caused or contributed to high-consequence 
injuries and ill health during 2020.

For all workers who are not employees but whose work or workplace is controlled by the organization:

FULL YEAR 2020

The number of fatalities as a result of work-related ill health: 0

The number of cases of recordable work-related ill health: 0

The main types of work-related ill health: -

FULL YEAR 2020

The number of fatalities as a result of work-related ill health: 0

The number of cases of recordable work-related ill health: 0

The main types of work-related ill health: -

For all workers who are not employees but whose work or workplace is controlled by the organization:

AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2020 

The number and rate of fatalities as a result  
of work-related injury: 0 / 0%

The number and rate of high-consequence  
work-related injuries (excluding fatalities): 0 / 0%

The number and rate of recordable work-related 
injuries: 0 / 0%

The main types of work-related injury: -

WORK-RELATED INJURIES
Seafarers data

WORK-RELATED ILL HEALTH
Seafarers data 

Our training policy for seafaring personnel comprises 
of a rigorous and thorough 5-year training program 
that combines both mandatory and optional 
training per rank, as derived by industry training 
standards (STCW), customer requirements (Oil 
Majors), and our own requirements.

We have an established training scheme for our 
seafarers which includes a long list of seminars 
and courses which must be completed by each 
seaman. Seminars mainly focus on the pillars of 
Safe Navigation, Vessels daily operation, and Crisis 
Management. Seafarers are required to renew 
their certificates every 5 years. The renewal and 
completion of all seminars and courses is closely 
monitored by our Crewing department. 

During the course of 2020, our seafarers received 
training through computer-based learning and 
online instructor-led training.

We continuously monitor the progress towards 
set KPIs related to employees’ (both shore-based 
and seafarers) training as an absolute number that 
represents the number of courses attended within 
a predefined period of time by an employee and 
the Training Completion Percentage Rate. The 
Company will set the average hours of training per 
year per employee from the upcoming year as an 
additional metric.

Training and Education

We are committed to upholding human rights in all 
our day-to-day operations and adhere to the UN’s 
Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights. 
We continue to implement our human rights 
program through our global policies, management 
system, assessments.

We have established a Policy whereby the Company 
does not tolerate harassment in any form and is 
committed to ensuring a work environment that 
is free of harassment, bullying, and discrimination. 
Through this policy, we endeavor to protect all 
employees from exposure to any form of harassment.

6.2
Human Rights



We depend on our information systems to 
support key business activities. Protection of our 
information systems from potential threats such 
as employee error, malicious or criminal action, or 
systems failure requires appropriate detection and 
recovery responses. 

We have an Information Systems Policy in place 
which establishes the organizational structure, 
standards, controls, and procedures required to 
adequately protect our information systems and 
ensure the ongoing confidentiality of information, 
integrity of data, and availability of services.

This policy allows us to detect vulnerabilities and 
to respond and recover effectively. The controls 
and procedures protect our intellectual property 
from all threats and ensure operations continuity.
In 2020 we successfully completed network  
and server upgrades, helping us build our cyber 
resilience and grow with confidence.  

We see advanced technology investments as an 
opportunity to evolve and innovate securely.

COVID-19 significantly increased global online 
presence and renewed the focus on compliance with 
data protection. We are committed to complying 
with the laws and regulations that govern the 
collection and processing of Personal Data, and we 
have systems in place that treat personal information 
as confidential, securely store such personal 
information to prevent unauthorized access to 
it, and ensure that such personal information is 
only collected, used, and otherwise processed for 
legitimate business purposes.

To enhance our privacy accountability and compliance 
framework, we aim to continue to implement new 
data management and record-keeping tools, controls, 
and procedures in 2021.

6.3
Cybersecurity 
and Customer Privacy

2020

All employees completed 
cybersecurity training  
with a focus on phishing 
attacks.

We experienced  
0 cybersecurity  
incidents or  
data breeches.

Compliance of an organization with the applicable 
regulations is an essential obligation for responsible  
operation. PSHG’s management and stakeholders 
effectively require from the Company to comply 
fully with national and/ or international laws and 
regulations and bear zero tolerance approach to 
breaches of key areas such as human rights and 
issues such as bribery, corruption and competition 
law, working systematically and purposefully 
towards this direction. The compliance is one  
of the Company’s’ top priorities and reflects  
solid commitment to the principles of integrity,  
transparency and justice. There are neither monetary  
nor non monetary fines or sanctions imposed  

against the Company, neither are any cases  
brought through dispute resolution mechanisms.

All our personnel and our business partners are able  
to report either anonymously or eponymously any  
incident of inappropriate conduct or any concern  
or complaint about potential violations of Company’s 
policies or legislation, to the respective Compliance 
channels. All policies, which are available on the 
Company’s website are regularly updated to ensure 
continued compliance with applicable legislation 
and best international practices.

6.4
Socioeconomic Compliance



GRI Content Index7

GRI STANDARDS DISCLOSURE SECTION

GRI 101 FOUNDATION 2016

GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI 102 General 
Disclosures 2016

ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE

102-1 Name of the organization 1, 2

102-2 Activities, brands, products, 
and services 2, 2.1

102-3 Location of headquarters 2
102-4 Location of operations 2, 2.1, 3.2
102-5 Ownership and legal form 2

102-6 Markets served 2.1

102-7 Scale of the organization 4.1, 6.1.1, 6.1.2
102-8 Information on employees 
and other workers 6.1.1, 6.1.2

102-9 Supply chain 4.2.4, 4.2.5

102-10 Significant changes to the 
organization and its supply chain 2.1, 4.2.4, 4.2.5

102-11 Precautionary Principle  
or approach 2.2, 4.2.2

102-12 External initiatives Letter from the Chairman, Letter 
from our CEO, 2.4, 3.5, 5.5

102-13 Membership of associations 2.4 

STRATEGY

102-14 Statement from senior 
decision-maker Letter from our CEO

ETHICS AND INTEGRITY

102-15 Key impacts, risks,  
and opportunities

Forward looking statements,  
2.2, 4.2.1, 5, 5.3.3, 6.1.2

102-16 Values, principles, 
standards, and norms of behaviour 3.1, 3.2, 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3

102-17 Mechanisms for advice  
and concerns about ethics 4.2.3

GOVERNANCE

102-18 Governance structure 2.1, 3.1, 4.2

102-22 Composition of  
the highest governance body  
and its committees

4.2

102-23 Chair of the highest 
governance body 4.2

102-25 Conflicts of interest 4.2, 4.2.3

102-30 Effectiveness of risk 
management processes 4.2, 4.2.2

GRI 102 General 
Disclosures 2016

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

102-40 List of stakeholder groups 3.3

102-41 Percentage of employees 
covered by collective bargaining 
agreements

6.1.1, 6.1.2

102-42 Identifying and selecting 
stakeholders 3.3

102-43 Approach to stakeholder 
engagement 3.3

102-44 Key topics and concerns 
raised by stakeholders 3.3, 3.4

REPORTING PRACTICE

102-45 Entities included in the 
consolidated financial statements 2, 2.1

102-46 Process for defining 
Report content 3.4

102-47 Material topics 3.4

102-48 Re-statements of 
information 1, N/A-1st time reporter.

102-49 Significant changes in 
Reporting N/A-1st time reporter.

102-50 Reporting period 01.01.2020 – 31.12.2020.

102-51 Date of most recent Report
The “PSHG 2020 Sustainability 
Report” is the first Report of the 
Company.

102-52 Reporting cycle Annual.

102-53 Contact point

Karla von Felbinger
Corporate Planning and  
Governance Officer
E: sustainability@pshipping.com

102-54 Claims of Reporting 
in accordance with the GRI 
Standards

1

102-55 GRI content index 7

102-56 External assurance policy
This is the first sustainability report 
of PSHG hence it was decided not to 
proceed with external assurance yet.



TOPIC-SPECIFIC STANDARDS AND DISCLOSURES

ISSUE: ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE & MARKET PRESENCE

GRI 201 Economic 
Performance 2016

201-1 Direct economic value 
generated and distributed 4.1

GRI 202 Market Presence 
2016

202-1 Ratios of standard entry 
level wage by gender compared to 
local minimum wage

6.1.2

ISSUE: RESPONSIBLE PROCUREMENT / SUPPLY CHAIN

GRI 204 Procurement 
Practices 2016

204-1 Proportion of spending on 
local suppliers 4.2.4, 4.2.5 

GRI 308 Supplier 
Environmental Assessment 
2016

308-1 New suppliers that were 
screened using environmental 
criteria

4.2.5

308-2 Negative environmental 
impacts in the supply chain and 
actions taken

4.2.5

MATERIAL ISSUE: GOVERNANCE / ETHICS & ANTI-CORRUPTION / ANTI-COMPETITION

GRI 103 Management 
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary

3.1, 3.3, 3.4, 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3103-2 The management approach 
and its components

103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach

GRI 205 Anti-corruption 
2016

205-3 Confirmed incidents of 
corruption and actions taken 4.2.3

GRI 206 Anti-competitive 
behavior 2016

206-1 Legal actions for anti-
competitive behavior, anti-trust, 
and monopoly practices

The Company offers international 
transport services or oil cargoes 
through its ocean-going vessels, 
therefore the very nature of the 
Company’s activities deters any 
anti-competitive behavior, anti-
trust or monopoly practices, 
since the shipping sector is vastly 
characterized by pluralism, both as 
regards supply and demand. 
There is currently a purported class 
action lawsuit pending in the U.S. 
District Court for the Eastern District 
of New York for alleged violations 
of the Securities Exchange Act of 
1934, as amended. We are confident 
that our case shall be dismissed 
as it is without merit and also 
because similar cases have recently 
been dismissed by the competent 
U.S. Courts on the grounds of no 
Securities Exchange law violation.

MATERIAL ISSUE: SOCIOECONOMIC COMPLIANCE

GRI 103 Management 
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary

3.1, 3.3, 3.4, 4.2.1, 6.1.2, 6.1.4103-2 The management approach 
and its components

103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach

GRI 419 Socioeconomic 
Compliance 2016

419-1 Non-compliance with laws 
and regulations in the social and 
economic area

6.1.4

MATERIAL ISSUE: ENERGY CONSUMPTION, EMISSIONS AND CLIMATE CHANGE

GRI 103 Management 
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary

3.1, 3.3, 3.4, 4.2.1, 5, 5.1103-2 The management approach 
and its components

103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach

GRI 302 Energy 2016

302-1 Energy consumption within 
the organization 5.1

302-4 Reduction of energy 
consumption

5.1
Reduction of energy consumption 
cannot be shown as all vessels 
were taken over under company’s 
management in 2020.

GRI 305 Emissions 2016 305-1 Direct (Scope 1) GHG 
emissions 5.1

MATERIAL ISSUE: BIODIVERSITY AND LIFE BELOW WATER

GRI 103 Management 
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary

3.1, 3.3, 3.4, 4.2.1, 5.4103-2 The management approach 
and its components

103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach

GRI 304 Biodiversity 2016
304-2 Significant impacts of 
activities, products, and services 
on biodiversity

5.4

MATERIAL ISSUE: EFFLUENTS AND WASTE

GRI 103 Management 
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary

3.1, 3.3, 3.4, 4.2.1, 5.2, 5.3103-2 The management approach 
and its components

103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach

GRI 306 Waste 2016

306-2 Waste by type and  
disposal method 5.2, 5.3

306-3 Significant spills 5.2



MATERIAL ISSUE: ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE

GRI 103 Management 
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material  
topic and its Boundary

3.1, 3.3, 3.4, 4.2.1, 5.5103-2 The management approach  
and its components

103-3 Evaluation of the management 
approach

GRI 307 Environmental 
Compliance 2016

307-1 Non-compliance with 
environmental laws and regulations 5.5

MATERIAL ISSUE: EMPLOYMENT ISSUES

GRI 103 Management 
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material  
topic and its Boundary

3.1, 3.3, 3.4, 4.2.1, 4.2.3, 6.1, 6.1.1, 
6.1.2

103-2 The management approach  
and its components

103-3 Evaluation of the management 
approach

GRI 401 Employment 2016

401-1 New employee hires and 
employee turnover 4.2.3, 6.1.1, 6.1.2

401-3 Parental leave 6.1.1

MATERIAL ISSUE: OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

GRI 403 Management 
Approach Disclosures 2018

103-1 Explanation of the material 
 topic and its Boundary

3.1, 3.3, 3.4, 4.2.1, 6.1, 6.1.2

103-2 The management approach  
and its components

103-3 Evaluation of the management 
approach

403-1 Occupational Health and Safety 
Management System

403-2 Hazard identification, 
risk assessment, and incident 
investigation

403-3 Occupational health services

403-4 Worker participation, 
consultation, and communication on
Occupational Health and Safety

403-5 Worker training on 
Occupational Health and Safety

403-6 Promotion of worker health

403-7 Prevention and mitigation 
of Occupational Health and Safety 
impacts directly linked by business 
relationships

GRI 403 Occupational 
Health and Safety 2018

403-8 Workers covered by  
an Occupational Health and  
Safety Management System

6.1.2

403-9 Work-related injuries 6.1.2

403-10 Work-related ill health 6.1.2

MATERIAL ISSUE: TRAINING AND EDUCATION

GRI 103 Management 
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material  
topic and its Boundary

3.1, 3.3., 3.4, 4.2.1, 6.1.2103-2 The management approach  
and its components

103-3 Evaluation of the management 
approach

GRI 404 Training and 
Education 2016

404-1 Average hours of training  
per year per employee 6.1.1, 6.1.2

404-2 Programs for upgrading 
employee skills and transition 
assistance programs

6.1.1, 6.1.2

404-3 Percentage of employees 
receiving regular performance  
and career development reviews

6.1.1

MATERIAL ISSUE: DIVERSITY AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY & NON-DISCRIMINATION

GRI 103 Management 
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material  
topic and its Boundary

3.1, 3.3, 3.4, 4.2, 4.2.1, 4.2.3, 6.1, 
6.1.2, 6.2

103-2 The management approach  
and its components

103-3 Evaluation of the management 
approach

GRI 405 Diversity and 
Equal Opportunity 2016 

405-1 Diversity of governance bodies 
and employees 4.2, 6.1.1, 6.1.2  

GRI 406  
Non-discrimination 2016

406-1 Incidents of discrimination and 
corrective actions taken 6.1  

ISSUE: CUSTOMER PRIVACY

GRI 418 Customer Privacy 
2016

418-1 Substantiated complaints 
concerning breaches of customer
privacy and losses of customer data

During the reporting period and 
up to the date of this report there 
were neither any substantiated 
complaints received concerning 
breaches of customer privacy nor 
any identified leaks, thefts or losses 
of customer data.



We value your opinion and welcome  
your feedback and comments on this report.  
Contact us at sustainability@pshipping.com

CORPORATE OFFICES
Performance Shipping Inc.
373 Syngrou Ave., 17564  
Palaio Faliro, Athens, Greece
www.pshipping.com
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